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SENATE.

53D CONGRESS, l
3d Session.
$

REPORT
{

No.1043.

IN THE SENATE OF THE UNITED STATES.

MARCH

2, 1895.-0rdered to be printed.

Mr. lV.lARTIN, from the Committee on Public Lands, submitted the
following

REPORT:
[To accompany S. 2803.]

Mr. Martin, from the Committee on Public Lands, submitted the following report, to accompany S. 2803, a substitute bill proposed by the
committee for the bill S. 2169:
The Committee on Public Lands, to whom was referred the bill (S.
2169) fixing the times when, regulating the manner in which, and declaring the character of the accounts which shall be hereafter stated to the
Treasury Department.for settlement between the United States and the
several public land States -relative to the net proceeds of the sales of
the public lands, and to ·be;made therein by the United States, and for
other purposes, has had the same under consideration, and submit the
following report:
The question of the just and proper disposition of the public lauds of
the United States and the proceeds thereof has engaged the attention
of Congress in various forms from the beginning of the Government to
the present time, and the result has been a steady, uniform, and favorable drifting in the direction of providing cheaper homes for the people
of the United States.
One of the most important measures respecting the public lands was
enacted June 23, 1836, first session of the Twenty-fourth Congress
(U.S. Stats., ch. 115, p. 55). Under the provisions of this act the proceeds of the sale of the public lands in the Treasury at that time,
amounting to $28,101,644.91, were _distributed among the States under
the pretense of a loan. No part of it has ever been returned to the
U uited States and never will be. We herewith submit a letter from
the Treasurer of the United States under date of May 13, 1892, to Hon.
R. F. Pettigrew, a member of this committee, showing the amount of
this money distributed among the several States under the act of
June 23, 1836. The interests upon these several amounts, at the rate of
6 per cent per annum from the date of distribution to the present, would
aggregate _an enormous sum of money, and undoubtedly the States
receiving the benefits of this distribution would regard it as a great
hardship and injustice if they were now called upon to pay this debt
or return the money with reasonable interest to the Government. As
a matter of course, the repayment of the money will never occur, and it
was never intended that it should. This letter is marked Exhibit A
and submitted as part of this report.
Under various acts of Oongress a large amount of the public lands
have been granted to many of the States for educational and other like
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purposes, exclusive of railroad grants, as shown by the letters of the
Commissioner of the General Land Office to the Secretary of the Interior, under date of May i5, 1892, which letter and the schedule thereto
attached is herewith submitted as a part of this report aud marked
Exhibit B.
In addition to the foregoing grants and distribution of moneys there
has been paid to a number of the States an amount aggregating nearly
$10,000,000 under the several acts of Congress granting to the States
5 per cent of the net proceeds from the sales of the public lands therein
respectively. The exact amount received by tile several States therein
named from their organization to May 25, 1892, is shown in the schedule attached to the letter written by the Commissioner of the General
Land Office May 25, 1892, to Hon. R. F. Pettigrew, which letter and
abstract is hereto attached and made a part of this report and marked
Exhibit C.
The first section of the bill under consideration provides in substance
that from and after the passage of this act the Commissioner of the
General Land Office shall, under the supervision and direction of the
Secretary of the +nterior, state to the Treasqry Department an account
between the United States and each of the several public-land States
respectively for 5 per cent of the net proceeds of the cash sales of the
public lands in said States which may have been theretofore made
therein, and that in all cases where these amounts have not been paid
or otherwise adjusted by the Treasury Department that the Secretary of the Treasury shall pay said States the sums of money shown
by said statement to be due to them respectively.
The second section of the bill provides that in stating and adjusting
said accounts the Commissioner of the General Land Office anrl the
Secretary of the Interior shall include and embr:::i.ce 5 per cent of all
former and present Indian and half-breed Indian reservations in said
States; also all the land sold or located with bounty-land warrants,
or with scrip of any kind, including United States Treasury certificates
of deposit; also to all the lands granted to Indians in severalty
which are exempt from taxation, rating the value of said lands at
$1.20 cents per acre. The bHlfurther provides that upon such adjustment the amount found to be due each State respectively shall pay such
amount to said States in cash, or, if the Secretary of the Treasury deem
it expedient, he may issue to the States in payment thereof bonds of
the United States in the denomination of not less than $50 each, payable or redeemable by the, United States at the end of five years from
the date of the approval of this act at the discretion of the Secretary
of the Treasury, and a copy of said bill marked Exhibit D is herewith
submitted as a part of this report.
The provisions of this bill would apply to the following-named States:
Ala:tama, Arkansas, California, Colorado, Florida, Idaho, Iowa, Illinois,
Indiana, Kansas, Louisiana, Missouri, Mississippi, Michigan, Minnesota,
Montana, Nebraska, Nevada, Ohio, Oregou, Washington, Wisconsin,
and Wyoming, aud_ without discrimination of any kind, places each
and all of the pubhc-land States upon on equal footing and upon the
same plane, as regards the 5 per cent of the net proceeds of tl1e cash
sale of the public lands made by the U mted States in each thereof,
respectively.
While not di 't~ubing any past adjustment of any. of said accounts
and ttlement it contemplates rendering all the public-land States
of the mon a. u •arly eq~al in all respects as possible, as all thereof
w r a lmitt ·d and • re now m the U uion, not on a fo,)ting of difference,
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but one of perfect equality with each other, so far as the 5 per cent
grant or claim is concerned, wherein ~ach ?f said _State~ surren_d ! d
to the Uuited States similar conce s10ns, m cons1derat10n of 1m1lar
equivalents to be measured to them by the United Stat s irr~sp ctiye
of the area of said publi~-land States, or of the dates of thell' adm1 ·
sion, respectively, into the Union.
The second section of this bill provides that when the said a,ccounts
of sales of the public lands are so stated and ettled they ball
include all lands in former and in present Indian and half-breed Indian
reservations, and also lands granted or allotted to Indian , exempt
from taxation, to be estimated at $1.25 per acre.
This provision of this bill is in acr.ord with ettled legislative precedents adopted and adhered to by Congress in tlle ca e of very
other public-land State admitted into the Union prior to :Marnh 3,
1857.

It makes no concession other than or different from that made by
Congress to every other public-land State admitted into the Union
prior to March 3, 1857, but simply places all other public-land States
upon an equal footing and upon the same plane in regard to exi ting
laws that are aud were intended to be applicable to each and all of
the public-land States which were in the Union on March 3, 1857.
The act of March 2, 1855 (10 Stats., 630), required the Uommissioner
of the General Land Office to include in a statement of the 5 per cent
due to the State of Alabama "the several reservations under the
various treaties with the Chickasaw, Choctaw, and Creek Indians
within the limits of Alabama, and allow and pay to the said State 5
per cent thereon, as in case of other sales."
The act of March 3, 1857 (11 Stats., 200) in its :first section, required
tbe Commissioner of the General La,n d Office to state an account
between the United States and Mississippi upon the same principles
of allowance and settlement as provided in the Alabama act of March
3, 1855, and to include in said accountthe several reservations under the various treaties with the Chickasaw and Choctaw
Indians within the limits of Mjssissippi, and allow and pay to the ~aid States 5
per cent thereon, as in case of other sales, estimating the lands at the value of
$1.25 per acre, and in its second section extended the same principle of settlement to
the.other States, and provided for estimating all lands and permanent reservations
at $1.25 per acre.
.

The provisions of the said act of 1857 were carried into effect as
regards all the public-land States then in the Union wherein Indian
reservations existed, except California, which State is now fully provided for in this bill.
·
With regard_to the public-land States admitted into the Union since
March 3, 1857, it has been held by the executive officers of the United
StateR that the provisions of said act are not applicable to them. The
equality of the several States has always been and is a fundamental
pri?,ciple of our Government, to be found running through all the legislation of Congress, and in reference to the subject of the public lands
and of grants of lands aud of the net proceeds of the sales thereof to
the public-land States the principle is now well established that all
the public-land States shall be treated alike, and that none thereof
shall be discriminated against. One of the objects of this bill is to
declare in effect that the purposes of said act of March 3, 1857 (11
U. S. Stats., 200), shall be made applicable to the State of California
and to all the public-land States admitted into the Union subsequent
to March 3, 1857, namely: Minnesota, Oregon, Kansas, Nebraska,
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Nevada, Colorado, South Dakota, North Dakota, Washington, Montana, Idaho, and Wyoming, the same as it applied to all the publicland States admitted into the Union previous to March 3, 1857.
• The ownership of the lands constituting the public domain, embraced
in cessions from Great Britain, France, Spain, and Mexico, and from
certain individual States of the Union, were originally regarded as
property to be disposed of for the common benefit of the States, and
when the States within the limits of which the lands were situated were
admitted into the Union there were stipulations made in the acts of
admission which were obligatory as contracts on the part of the several
States and the United States among which the grant of the 5 per cent
was included.
This grant was for 5 per cent of the net proceeds of the sales of the
public lands. At the foundation of this grant was the then established
understanding that tl}e lands were to be disposed of for the benefit of
the common treasury, and the stipulation for 5 per cent of the proceeds
as originally understood amounted to a grant of that percentage of the
net proceeds of the sales of all the public lands at such price as they
would bring when so disposed of. This understanding was adhered to,
substantially, with regard to the great bulk of the lands during the
earlier portion of the history of the country, and the older States bad
the benefit thereof; but it has since been departed from, and in view
of the repeal of the general laws for the sale of the public lands it is
apparent that the States in which the lands lie wm hereafter realize
but little, if any, benefit from the 5 per cent grant for which the United
States stipulated when they entered the Union, and in consideration of
which the States renounced all right to tax the public domain and
bound themselves not to interfere with the primary disposal of the soil
by the Federal Government.
But little land now remains subject to sale, beyond what is embraced
in the Indian reservations, the remainder of the public lands being,
under the now est~blished policy, set aside for homes for the people,
without price, and with no payment but nominal fees. From the foregoing constderations it appears only equitable and just that the newer
States admitted into the Union since the 3d of March, 1857, should
receive the benefit of the same principles that were applied in favor of
the older States, previously admitted, in the adjustment of their claims
under their 5 per cent grant, under the act of that date, so far as
Indian lands and lands in Indian reservations were and are concerned.
In the laws heretofore enacted on the subject there is none that
prescribes a rule for determining precisely what expenses are to be
deducted from the gross receipts in ascertaining the net proceeds from
the sales of the public lands, but this bas been left to the varying
opinions of the executive officers. But if the method heretofore
O?tai_ning of deducting all the expenses of making surveys, sustaining
distnct land offices, the General Land Office, and the Interior Department, rendered necessary for carrying out the land laws generally, from
the gross proceeds of the sales, should be continued, in determining the
net proceed under this _act, the aggregate thereof might absorb the
total proceed o! u?h ales, or at least leave very little from which the
tate coul l realize 1t . 5 pe~ centum. It is due, therefore, to the States
to be affected by th1 leg1 lation that the Senate consider whether
they hould ~e compelled to bear more than their share of the expenses,
to be pr~p_ort10ned to the total expenses as is the number of acres sold,
fr m wh1 _h the gr
proc d ari e, to the total number of acres dispo ed of m 11 th pr cribed methods during the period for which
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the account is made up, and for which the total expenses are incurred,
taking into the account the fact of the greater expenses incurred yer
acre in making disposals under the settlement laws, in comparison
with the amount of money produced, than in cash sales.
This provision of this bill conforms io the views of the Commissioner
of the General Land Office, as expressed in his reports on Senate bills
Nos. 615 and 2394, Fifty-second Congress, first session, dated February 7, 1892, and March 18, 1892, and of the Secretary of the Interior,
in his reports on the same bills, of March 4, 1892, and April 8, 1892,
which are attached to this report as an appendix, being parts of Senate
Report No. 775, Fifty-second Congress, first session.
.
The second section of this bill further provides that said accounts
shall also include all lands sold for or located with scrip of any kind,
including United States Treasury certificates of deposits, estimating
the same at $1.25 per acre.
In view of the fact that all kinds of land scrip (except Indian halfbreed scrip), heretofore issued by authority of Congress, including
United States Treasury certificates of deposits, issued under the authority of sections 2401, 2403, United States .Revised Statutes, and amendments thereto, have been, by law, made assignable and receivable from
the assignees, as so much cash in payment of public lands, there does
not seem to exist .any valid reason why the public-land States should
not receive the full benefit of their 5 per cent arising under and from
these classes of land sales, estimating all thereof at the rate of $125.
per acre.
Congress, by authorizing the issuing of said scrip and United States
Treasury certi:f\cates of deposits, and making same equivalent to cash
in the location and sale of the public lands, not only thereby diminished,
and continues to diminish pro tan to the area of said lands which otherwise would be sold for cash, but in the hands of assignees said scrip
and certificates become matters of speculation to an extent such as to
make them profitable investments and a consideration to the locators
or purcha~ers of public lands, by inducing them to buy and use such
scrip and certificates in preference to nioney, because such scrip and
certificates for such use are made cheaper to them than money itself,
they being legal land office money. It would inflict a legal wrong and
a financial loss upon all the public-land States, unless their 5 per cent
included or was estimated upon these classes of sales and locations of
lands, all of which, in the opinion of your committee, was intended by
Congress in its legislation in these premises.
The second section of this bill further provides that said accounts,
when so stated, shall also include lands sold for or located with bountyland warrants of all kinds.
This particular feature of this bill was heretofore brought to the
attention of Congress in favorable reports made from this committee
and a bill including same passed the Senate on May 19, 1882, but upon a
motion for reconsideration was recalled from the House, and does not
seem to have been thereafter acted upon by the Senate.
In addition to the matters set forth in the reports, as followH, to wit,
Senate Report No. 121, Forty-sixth Oongress, second session; Senate
Heport N o.193, Forty-seventh Congress, first session; Senate Report No.
775, Fifty-second Congress, first session; House Report No. 707, Fortyfifth Congress, second session; which reports, 193, 775, and 707, are made
parts of the appendix hereto (reports Nos. 121 and 193 being identical
in character). Attention is called to the fact that Congress (acts August
14, 1848, and March 22, 1852) made all bounty-land warrants assign-
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able and receivable as so much cash in the hands of assignees and warrantees in the payment for public lands, and hence reasons similar to
those hereinbefore recited as to sales and locations of public lands by
scrip and certificates received in payment thereof should, in the opinion
of your committee, apply equally to sales and locations of public lands
made by land warrants of all kinds .
.Attention is also called to tbe fact that the Interior Department.
construing section 3480, United States Revised Statutes, regards and
treats bounty land warrants as so much cash, or as equivalent to cash
or money, to an extent such that it now fails and refuses to issue bounty
land warrants to any persons by it believed to be under the ban of said
section.
To remedy this matter the present House of Representatives, on
October 17, 1893, passed an act to repeal in part and limit said section
3480 in so far as military bounty land warrants are concerned; copy of
said act as same passed the House appears in the appendix hereto.
Your committee bas carefully considered the "5 per cent cases"
reported in 110 United States, 471, brought by the States of Iowa and
Illinois in the United States Supreme Court by petition for a writ of
mandamus, and decidPd March 3, 1884, by a divided court; and also
the case of the State of Indiana v. The United States (148 U.S., 148),
decided December 13, 1893, anq find nothing existing in the opinion
and dissenting opinion of said court therein constituting obstacles to
tbe legislation proposed and contemplated by this bill.
The proviso to the second section of this bill recites an alternative
method of payment by the Secretary of the Treasury to the several
public land States of the sums of money whfoh may be found due
them under the accounts to be stated to his Department by the
Department of the Interior.
Your committee is, however, of ~he opinion that a wise and wholesome policy would extend the provisions of this bill to every class of
public lands in the State hereinafter mentioned; and in order to meet
the case fully your committee have deemed it wise and proper and
submit a substitute for Senate bill 2169, and also omit the provision
of the bill authorizing tbe Secretary of the Treasury to issue bonds
of the United States in payment for the amount found to be due.
The first section of the substitute provides that upon the passage of
this act, and thereafter in the first month of each fiscal year, the Commissioner of the General Land Office is directed to make and submit
to the Secretary of the Interior a statemem of the account between the
United States and each of the public land States for 5 per cent of the
net proceeds of the sale of public land in each of said States which
have been heretofore made with the United States and not already
paid, and upon such statement of account being submitted to the Secretary of the Interior be shall thereupon supervise and correct and certify
such statement to the Secretary of the Treasury for payment.
. The second section of the bill provides that said accounts shall
rnclude and apply to all of said lands heretofore or which may hereafter be sold, located, or disposed of by the United States for cash or
bounty land warra~ts, or land scrip, or certificates of any kind, of agricultural college sci:1p, to all lands allotted to Indians in severalty and
e~e!llpt from taxation, and hall include all former and existing Indian,
m1htary, or other re, ervations in said States estimating the value of
such land at 1.25 per acre.
'
'!he third ec~ion of the bill provides simply that upon such accounts
berng duly certified by the Secretary.of the Interior with the Secre•
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tary of the Treasury the said Secretary ot the Tr a. u
upon out of any money in the Treasury not oth r 1.
pay t~ said States, respectively, the amount o fonn
certified as aforesaid .
.A. copy of said proposed substitute bill
and marked Exhibit E .
.A. bill similar in its provisions to Senate bill -"169 he
considered by the Committee on the Public Land in b .
resentatives, and a very able and valuable report 1 1111 • l h ' 1
by Mr.Lacey, from th e Committee on the Public Land , "b1 ·h · l
herewith submit, marked Exhibit F, and make th
am • 1 • rt
report herein.
In connection with the report from the Pu bli
the House of Representatives we submit report
sionForty-fifthOon gress;No.193,firstsession ◄ r ~11
and No. 775, first session Fifty-second Congre,., an 1 m. 1 k
tively, G, H, and I, which reports contain valua 1 • n i
information to be considered in connection with tlli ill.
Your committee therefore recommend the ind fini I .
of Senate bill 2169, and we recom mend the pa
h
herewith submitted.

EXHIBIT

A.

TREASURY DEPARTMENT
OFFICE OF THE TR

Washington, D. O.,
Hon. R. F. PETTIGREW,
United States Senate, TVashington, D. 0.
. Sm: I am in receipt of your letter of the 9th in tan
mformed what sum~ of money, if any. have been loan .
States in the Union by the General Government and aft r
to said States since the organ ization of the Governm nt .
.In reply I .beg to say that the sum of $28,101,644.91
with the various States under the provisions of section 1
June 23, 1836, first session Twenty-fourth Congre , clrnpt ,r
55, Volume V, Statutes United States, and the"e pr i i 11
seem to have been changed by any subsequent action of , 0 n
records do not show that any moneys have been donated t
States.
The States :with which deposits were made and th
amounts deposited thermvith are as follows:

f{~t::~:~~~;:;::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::!:::~:::::::::::

~h~~:c}~1~!d ·····~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ :::::-_ ~ ::~: :::::~ :::~ ::::~ ~ ::::::::::::::

New York ... ~ ~: ~ · · · · · · · - - - · - · · - · - · - · - · - · - · · · · · · - · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · ·
Pennslyvania. _.. · - - - - - · · · · · - · · · - - · · - · · · - · · - · · - - · · · · · · · · - · · · · · · · · ·
New Jersey_ .... _~ ·_ -_ ·_ ~ ~ ~ ·_ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ -_~ ~ -_ ·_ : ~ ~ ~ : : : -_ : : ~ ~ : ~ · · · · · · · · · · · · - · · · · - ·
Ohio

.. - - - · · - - - - .. · - - - - ......

~ll1}c!h~1.i:~~::~:~~::~~~~::~ ~~~~:~~~~~:~~~~~~~~~~::~~:::::::::::::: :::::
M
gan .... _.. .
-- -- -- ---.
Delaware
· · · · · - · · ---· · · · --· · -· · · · · · · · · · · · · · -· · · · · · · -- ........-· -- .· -· ...· - -· -.... -- --.. . - ..... - .. .. . .. - ... .. . --·..... - .... --- -. - -.... -

--
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~ti~~~~: ::::·_ ::::::::::.::::::~ ~ ::~ ~ ::::::::::~ ~ ::~ ::~ ::~ ::~ :~ ~ :::

$955,838.25
2,198,427.99
North Carolina ........................ _........................... . 1,433,757.39
South Carolina ............ _. _.................................... . . 1,051,422.09
Georgia ......................... _............ . ............ ..... _.. _ 1,051,422.09
669,086.79
Alabama .......... ____ .......................................... .
477,919.14
Louisiana .... _................................................ - ... .
382,335.30
Mississippi ................ .................. . .................... . .
Tennessee ...•...................................... . . .. ............ 1,433,757.39
1,433,757.39
382.335.30
~!:s~:r~!. : : : : ~: : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : ~: : : : : : : : : : ~: : : : : : :
286; 751. 49
Arkansas ................•..........................•.....•........ -

~

~

~ ~

~ ~ ~~ ~ ~

~~

Total ..... _.. ..... _.. _.......... _............ . ......... ..... .. 28, 101,644.91
Respectfully, yours,

E. H.

N1rnEKER,

Treasiirer Unitecl Stcites.

EXHIBIT

B.

DEPARTMENT OF THE INTERIOR,
GENERAL LAND OFFICE,

Washington, JJ. O., Ma,y 25, 1892.
The HONORABLE THE SECRET,ARY OF THE INTERIOR.

SIR: I have to acknowledge the receipt, by reference from the Department for report, of a letter from Hon. R. F. Pettigrew, dated May 9,
1892, and asking that information be furnished him showing the number of• acres of every class of lands donated to the States of Florida,
Alabama, Mississippi, Louisiana, Arkansas, Missouri, Indiana, Iowa,
Illinois, Georgia, Ohio, Kentu(;ky, Tennessee, Minnesota, Michigan, and
Wisconsin. The States of Georgia,, Kentucky, and Tennessee are not
public-land States, and no lands have been given them; but, under the
agricultural act, they received scrip for 270,000, 330,000, and 360,000
acres, respectively.
The information desired as to lands conveyed to the remaining States
for railroad, canal, and river purposes, is given in tables printed on
pages 174 and 175 of the annual report of this office for 1891, up to June
30, 1891, and since June 30, 1891, there have been conveyed to the
State of Minnesota 1,810.86 acres.
The railroad grants to said States have not all been finally adjusted,
and certain certified lands will be recovered by the United States
from some of the companies, while to others further lands must be
conveyed in satisfaction of grants. It is believed that the quantities
which will be recovered and those which must be conveyed will practically offset each other. As to the lands granted as swamp to the
public-land States mentioned, the information has been tabulated and
will be found on pages 198 and 199 of said report.
_One table gives the number of acres selected by each State, a second
gives the number of acres approved, and a third the number patented
up to June 30, 1891.
I i~close a_ table showing the number of acres of land granted each
of aid public-land States for educational, internal-improvement, and
?tli~r purpo~es, and I also inclose a copy of office report of 1891, and
mvite atte~t10n to p~ges 174,175,198, arid 190 thereof above mentioned.
_If all th rnformat10n de ired is not found in the papers herewith transmitted any forth r data required will be furnished when called for.
ery re pectf'ully,

TH0S. H. CARTER,

Oommissioner.
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Grants by Congress to the several States rnentioned below.

For schools Semi~ary Agricul• _Internal Salt
Public
in each
or ~mver• tural improve• springs. buildings.
township.
s1ty.
college. ment.

States.

Alabama ................ . ....... . ...... 1 section ..
Arkansas ........... . ...... . ................ do . .•..
Florida .................... .. . . .... .. ...... . do .... .

Acres.
46,080
46,080
92, 160

None.

6

YifiC:!!sa:::::: ::::::: :: : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : ri~c ti~~::
Indiana . .... . ........ .. . . ...... . ............ . do ... .
Iowa ..................... . . . . . .. . ........ . .. do ... .

!iti\1~!r :::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: fi~c~i~~::
~R~~~~~i~:::::::::::::::::: :::::::::::: ·2·;e:t~~~~:
:i::~:~f.~~:::::
:: :: :::::::::::::::::::: .~ .~~i~~~::
Ohio . .. . ... .............. . .. ................. do ... .
Wisconsin ................... .. .............. do ... .
Tennessee . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . None . . .. .

EXHIBIT

46,080
46,080
' 46,080

None.

46, 080
46,080
82,640
46,080
46,080
69,120
92,160

None.

Acres.

Acres.

Acres.

240,000
150,000
90,000
270,000
480,000
390,000
240,000
330,000
210,000
240,000
120,000
210,000
330,000
630,000
240,000
360, 000

500,000
500,000
500, 000

23,040
46, 080

Acres.
1,620
9, 600
5,120

None.

None.
. .. clo ..

None .

500,000
500,000
500, 000

46,080
23,040
46,080

2,560
2,560
3,200

None.

one.

500,000 . . . do . .
500,000 46,080
500, 000 46,080
500,000 None.
500,000 46,080
500, 000 46,080
500,000 46,080

None.

None.

None.
Do .
3,200
6, 400
1,280
2,560

None.

6,400

None.

C.

DEPARTMENT OF THE INTERIOR,
GENERAL LAND OFFICE,

Washington, D. 0., May 25, 1892.
Sm: Replying to your communication of the 9th instant, I have the
honor to transmit herewith a table showing the amounts which ha.ve
been paid to the various States named in your letter on account of the
grant of 5 per cent of the net proceeds from the sales of public lands
therein, from their organization to the present time, excepting only the
States of Georgia., Kentucky, and Tennessee. The United States has
never sold or possessed any public lands in these States.
Very respectfully,
Tnos. H. CARTER,
Commissioner.
Hon. R. F. PETTIGREW, United States Senate.

Staternent showing the amounts accrued and paid to the following-named States as 5 pe1·
cent of the net proceeds of the sales of public and Indian lands.
States.

Period embrar.ed by adjustments.

Total amount
paid.

I

- - - - - - - - - - -- - -1 · - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -i- - - - -

Florida ................. . . .. ........... . Mar. 3, 1845, to June 30, 1891 .•....•..••.•••..
Alabama ............. . ..... . ........... . Sept. 1, 1819, to June 30, 1891. .............•..
Dec. 1, 1817, to June 30, 1888 ................ .
Jan. 1, 1812, to June 30, 1889 ..... ...... ...... .
Arkansas ............ . ................. . July 1, 1836, to June 30, 1888 ... ... ........... .
Missouri. .............................. . Jan. 1, 1821, to June 30, 1891. ..........•......
Indiana ................................ . Dec. 1, 1816, to Dec. 31, 1871 ...............•..
Iowa . ................................. . Dec. 28, 1846, to Dec. 31, 1873 . .......• ..... ...
Illinois ..•.............................. Jan. 1, 1819, to Dec. 31, 1860 ..•............••.
Ohio ................................. . . . June 30, 1802, to Dec. 31, 1871. .. .. ... .. ... ... .
May 11, 1858, to June 30, 1889 ......•......... .
July 1, 1836, to June 30, 1891. .......•.........
May 29, 1848, to June 30, 1891 ••••••.••••......

r;~1!f!:Fl~ :::::::::::::::::::::::::::::

it~fi~i:::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::

$110,562.73
1, 065, 555. 53
1, 048, 316. 18
435,433.59
263, 064-. G5
1,028,574. 73
1, 040, 255. 26
633,638.10
1, 187, 908. 89
1, 027, 677. 00
322,695.35
562,055.60
566,716.38

Grand total. .......•.......... . . .. ....................• ..•........ ............... · / 9, 292, 453. 89
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D;

[S. 2169. Fifty-third Congress, second session.)
.A_BILL fixing the times when, regulating the manner in which, and declaring the character of the
accounts which shall be hereafte1· stated-to the Treasury Department for settlement between the
Unitec1 States and the several public-land States relative to the net proceeds of the sales of the
public lands made and to be made therein by the United States, and for other purposes.

Be it ena.cted by the Senate cind House of Representatives of the United
States of America in Congress assembled, That upon the passage of this
act, and thereafter during the first month of each and every fiscal year,
the Commissioner of the General Land Office, under the supervision
aud direction of the Secretary of the Interior, shall state to the Treasury
Department an account between the United States and each and every
one of the several public-land States, respectively, for five per centum of
the net proceeds of the cash sales of the public lands in said States which
may have been theretofore made therein by the United States; and in all
cases where the same has not her~tofore been paid or otherwise adjusted,
the Secretary of the Treasury shall pay to said States the sums of money
shown by said statements to be so found due to said States, respectively.
SEC. 2. That this act shall also includ e, embrace, and apply to all
lands in former and in present Indian and half-breed Indian reservations in said States; and the Commissioner of the General Land Office,
when stating said accounts between the United States and said States
for the five per centum of the net proceeds of the cash sales of tbe
public lands made therein, respectively, shall also estimate all lands
in all former and in all preseut Indian and half-breed Indian reservations in said States, and also all lands sold for or located with
bounty land warrants or scrip of any kind, including United States
Treasury certificates of deposits, or granted to any Indian and exempt
from taxation therein, at one dollar and twenty-five cents per acre; and
he shall certify to the proper accounting officers of the Treasury for
settlement the amounts so ascertained; and in all cases where the
same has not heretofore been paid or otherwise adjusted, the Secretary
of the Treasury shall, out of any money in the Treasury not otherwise
appropriated, pay to said States the amounts so found due, the same
to be expended for or dedicated to such uses and purposes as the legislatures thereof may hereafter designate: Provided, That for the payment of any and all matters recited in, or in anywise provided for m
this act, the Secretary of the Treasury, if be deem it expedient, may
issue to the aforesaid States, or to any of them, bonds of the United
States, of a denomination of not less than fifty dollars each, whieb shall
not bear any interest whatsoever, and which bonds shall be redeemed
at the end of five years from and 'a fter the date of the approval of this
act, but all or any of which bonds shall be redeemable at any time
within said five years, at the discretion of the Secretary of the Treasury.

EXHIBIT E.
[S. 2803, Fifty-third Congress, third session.]
A B~LL fixing times wheJ?-, regulating the manner in which, a11d declaring the character of the
accounts between the U:rntecl; ~tates and the saveral public-land States, relative to tho net procE;eds
D,f the sale~ and other d1spos1t1on of th public lands made and to be made therein bv the Umted
tates, which shall hereafter be stated and certified to the Treasury Department for JJayment.

" Be it enacted _by ~he Senate and House of Representatives of the United
tat s of America 'in Congress assembled That upon the passage of this
act and b r af1:er_ during tbe first m'onth of each and every fiscal
Y ar, the omm1ss1oner of the General Land Office be and he is

'
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hereby, directed to make and submit to the Secretary of the Interior
statements of tlie accounts between the United States and each of the
several public-land States for five per centum of the net proceeds of the
sales of the public lands in each of said States which have been heretofore made uy the United States and not already paid by the United
States to said States, and upon such statements of accounts being submitted to the Secretary of the Interior he shall thereupon supervise,
correct, and certify such statements of accounts to the Secretary of
the Treasury for payment.
SEC. 2. That sajd accounts so stated shall include, embrace, and
apply to all of said lands heretofore or which hereafter may be sold,
located, or disposed of by the United States for cash or bounty land
warrants, or land script, or certificates of any kind, or agricultural
college script, and to all lands allotted to Indians in severalty, exempt
from taxation, and shall include all former and existing Indian, military, or other reservations in said States, which statements shall
include and state the five per centum of the net proceeds of the value
of all such lands so disposed of, estimating the value thereof at one
dollar and twenty-five cents per acre.
SEO. 3. That upon such stated accounts being duly certified to by
the Secretary of the Interior and filed with the Secretary of the
Treasury, the said Secretary of the Treasury shall thereupon, out of
any money in the Treasury not otherwise appropriated, pay to said
States, respectively, the amounts so found to be due and certified to
as aforesaid.
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EXHIBIT

F.

[Honse Report No. 1552, Fifty-third Cougress, third session.]

The Committee on the Public Lands, to whom was referred the ui11s
(H~ R. 7650 and H. R 7327) for :fixing the times when, regulating ~he
manner in which, and decladng the character of the accounts whrnh
shall be hereafter stated to the Treasury Department for settlement
between the United States and the several public-land States relative
to the net proceeds of the sales of the public lands made and to be
made therein by the United St'1,tes, and for other purpose_s, bavin~
had the same under consideration, do now report it back with a substitute therefor, with the recommendation that the substitute do pass, and
submit a report thereon as follows:
This bill, as reported, :fixes a definite time when, establishes an uniform manner in which, and names the officers by whom it is made
mandatory to hereafter state, supervise, certify, and pay all accounts
between the United States and each of the several public-land States
in reference to the sales and other disposition of the public lands, situate therein respectively, by providing that all of said accounts shall
be stated by the Commissioner of che General Land Office to the Secretary of the Interior, who shall thereupon supervise and certify the
same to the Secretary of the Treasury for payment.
While this bill does not in anywise disturb any past adjustment or
former settlement of any of said accounts bet,ween the Uuited States
and any of said States, it recognizes the fact that each and all of the
several public-land States are in the Union upon one and the same
plane, as each and all of said States were admitted into the Union on
a footing, not of difference, but on one of absolute and. perfect equality,
the one with the other.
. As each and all of the several public-land Sta.tes, when admitted
11:1to the Union, duly surrendered to the United States similar concessions, so, too, the consideration to them therefor from the United States
should be, and has been, intended to be similar equivalents, to be measured an~ meted .out to them respectively in proportion to the area of
t°?e ~ublic lands m each, and irrespective of the dates of their admisSJon mto the Union.
The equality of the several States of the Union, as near as may be,
ha alway been ~me of the fundamental principles of our Government
~ b found runnrng thr01_1gh all the legislation of Congress, especially
m reference to the public lands and to their disposition, a principle
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now so well established and universally recognized by Congress that
it intends that each and all of the several public-land States shall be
treated alike and that none thereof shall be discriminated against, or,
as was well 'said by the honorable chairman of this committee on
August 11, 1894, in his speech delivered on the floor of ~he House
(Congressional Record, August 17? 1894, p. 10076), referrmg to ,the
equality of all the States of the Umon:
If you name one State: you should name them all; I am opposed to special legislation for one section of the country that does not apply to another.

This bill therefore applies alike to and embraces each and all of the
several public-land States; and said accounts are intended to include
all public lands therein, and said 5 per cent is to be estimated upon all
thereof, whether said lands have been or may be sold for cash, or located
with, or sold, or disposed of, for land scrip or certificates or bounty land
warrants.
In view of the fact that all land scrip ar certificates issued by the
Interior Department have been made assignable and receivable by the
United States as or as equivalent to so much cash in the disposition
of the public lands, whether surrendered therefor by those to whom
they were originally issued or by their assignees, there does not seem
to exist ahy valid reason why each and all of the several public land
States should not receive the full benefit of said 5 per cent, based upon
these classes of disposition of the public lands, estimated at the same
rate at which such scrip or certificates or warrants have been so issued
and so received by the United States in full payment thereof, to wit,
at a valuation of $1.25 per acre.
Congress, in authorizing the issuance of said land scrip or certificates or warrants, and in making- and declaring all thereof equiv;:i,lent
to and receivable as so much money in the disposition of the public
lands, did thereby not only diminish and continuf's to diminish pro
tan to the available area of the public lands to be disposed of for cash,
and which otherwise would have been or would be disposed of for cash,
and upon which said 5 per cent would have or would be so duly estimated; but in the bands of all holders thereof such land scrip or certificate~ became property, not only for safe in vestment, but even for
profitable speculation, to an extent such as to render it a financial consideration to any person contemplating locating or purchasing any of
the public lands locatable therewith to purchase and use same for that
object, because such certificates or scrip for such land use are made
cheaper than money, they being a full legal tender in payment for public lands, and received the same as cash.
A. legal wrong anu financial loss have. therefore been and will continue to be inflicted upon all the public-land States unless said 5 per
cent accounts include and be estimated upon these classes of the disposition of the public lands the same as upon actual cash sales.
This bill also applies to and embraces, and said accounts when so
stated, certified, and paid are intended to include, all public land located
with or disposed of for bounty-land warrants.
This provision of this bill was heretofore brought to the favorable
attention of Congress in reports made from the Committees on the
Public Lands in both the House and Senate, as recited in House Report
No. 707, Forty-fifth Congress, second session, and in Senate Report
No. 193, Forty-seventh Congress, first session, copies whereof are
submitted herewith in an appendix hereto.
A. Senate bill in harmony with the recommendations in said Senate
report passed the Senate May 19, 1882, but upon a motion for recon-
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sideration was recalled from the House, and does not seem to have been
thereafter acted upon by either the Senate or the House.
Congress in its acts approved August 14, 1848, and March 22, 1852,
made all bounty-laud warrants receivable from the warrantees as so
much money in the location and disposition generally of the public
lands subject to location and rlisposal therewith, and thereafter made
the same assignable, and in the hands of such assignees made them
also receivable and of the same value for a similar use as when surrendered by the warrantees themselves, to wit, as cash, at $1.25.
Hence, reasons similar to those herein before recited, wby said accounts
between the United States and the several public-land States, when so
stated, certified, and paid, should include all public lands disposed of
by land scrip or certificates, should, in the opinion of your committee,
apply equally well to all public lands which heretofore have been, or
which hereafter may be, disposed of for bounty-land warrants surrendered in the payment or location thereof.
Attention is called to thefact that the Interior Department, in construing section 3480, United States Revised Statutes, regards and
treats all claims for the issuance of bounty-land warrants tantamount
to claims for the payment of so much money, and to an extent such that
it now refuses to issue bounty-land warrants to ·any persons by it
believed to be under the ban of said section in so far as regards
claims for payment of money are concerned, thus treating bounty-land
warrants as equivalent to, in fact as so much money.
To remedy complaints made in said matter this House, on October
17, 1893, passed a bill to repeal in part and to limit said section 3480,
by excluding from its provision all matters relating to the issuance of
bounty-land warrants.
Copy of said bill H. R. 3130, Fifty-third Congress, second sessio?,
is attached to the appendix hereto. We also attach in the appendix
copies of reports and laws bearing on the subject of this report.
In the appendix we also embrace the acts of admission of the various
public-land States in which a provision of exemption from taxation
of public lands is provided for, and the exemption extends from three
to five years after the lands have been patented by the Government.
This surrender of local taxation. in most States would equal the 5 per
cent of the entry value of the land, and forms a full consideration fo
the payinent of the 5 per cent fund.
Your committee has carefully considered the "5 per cent cases,''
reported in 110 United States Reports, page 471, brought in the Unite~
States Supreme Court by the petitions of the States of Iowa and Illinois for writs of mandamus, etc., and decided by a divided court on
March 3, 1884; and also the case of the "State of Indiana v. The United
States" (148 U.S. Reports, p. 148), decided December 13, 1893, but do
not find anything existing in the opinion of said court in either of said
cases constituting obstacles to the enactment of the legislation contemp1ated by this substitute bill, which your committee recommend do
pai:- , and that the title thereof shall read as therein set forth, and
that H. R. 7327 and H. R. 7650 be laid upon the table.
The substitute proposed by the committee is as follows:
.A. lHLL granting five per centum of the land sales on military land warrants to the public-land

States.

. Be it enacted by the en ate and House of Representatives of the United States of .America
m Congr~ss assembled, That upon the passage of this Act and thereafter during each
ancl ev ry_ fiscal ye~r, at the times of stating the account of the five per centum due
to tb va!·ions public-1:~n<l tates ~s sales of lands, the Commissioner of the General
Land flice b , and he is her by, directed to state to the Secretary of the Interior, who
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shall thereupon supervise and certify them to the Secretary of the Treas~ry for settlement accounts between the United States and each of the several public-land Sta,tes
for fi~e per centum of the net proceeds of the.sales, of the public lands in sa~d States
which have been theretofore made by the Umted States and not already paid.
SEC. 2. Said accounts shall embrace and apply tQ all of said lands heretofore, or
which may hereafter be sold, or located, or disposed of for cash, or bount3: land
warrants and shall include and st.ate the :five per centum of the net proceeds of all of
said land~ so disposed of, estimating all lands so disposed of for said warrants at
one dollar and twenty-fl ve cents per acre.
.
SEC. 3. That the Secretary of the Treasury shall thereupon, out of any ?J-Oney m
the Treasury not otherwise appropriated, pay to the said States respectively the
amounts so found due.
·

APPENDIX.

[H. R. 3130. Fifty-third Congress, second session.]
AN ACT to repeal in part and to limit section thirty-four hundred and eighty of the Revised Statutes
of the United States.

Be it enacted by the Senate and House of Representatives of the United States of .Ame·r ica
in Congress assembled, That section thirty-four hundred and eighty of the Revised
Statutes of the United States be, and the same is hereby, so far, and no further,
modified and repealed as to dispense with proof of loyalty during the late war of
the rebellion as a prerequisite in any application for bounty land where the proof
otherwise shows that the applicant is entitled thereto.
PasRPd the House of Representatives October 17, 1893.
Attest:
JAMES KERR, Clerk.

[House Report No. 345, Forty-seventh Congress, first session.]

The Committee on the Public Lands, to whom was referred the bill H. R. 277,
having had the same under consideration, make the following report:
This bill was very fully considered by this committee during the Forty-sixt,h Congress, and was made the subject of an able report to the House recommending its
passage, which report is adopted, with slight modifications, by this committee, as
follows:
·
The bill provides for the payment by the General Government to the States of Ohio,
Indiana, Illinois, Missouri, Michigan, Wisconsin, Minnesota, Iowa, Nebraska, Kansas,
Arkansas, Louisiana, Alabama, Mississippi, Florida, Oregon, ~evada, and Colorado
five per centum on -t he military locations of lands therein, estimating the same at $1.25
per acre. Heretofore the :five per centum upon this class of lands has been withheld
as not falling within the purview and intent of the stipulations contained in the several acts admitting these States into the Union, to the effect that the General Government would pay the percentage in question on the proceeds of the sales of the public
lands for and on account of certain <.:esignated conditions therein specified, which
were to be binding upon and observed by the States as members of the Union. The
nature of these considerations may be stated, summarily, to be a concession not to tax:
the public lands; not to tax private lands for the space of :five years after date of
entry in some seven of these States; in others not to tax lands granted for military
services in the war of 1812 for three years from date of patent; not to interfere with
the primary disposal of the soil, nor to tax the non-resident proprietor more than the
resident, &c.
This compact, made at the time these States were admitted into the Union, has
~een observed and kept on their part in good faith, and they Glaim the observance of
hke good faith on the part of the General Government in fulfilling part of the contract, namely, the payment of the :five per cent, being the stipulated consideration
that induced the States to enter into and perform their part of the contract. That
the Government has done so on all sales of public lands for cash is not disputed. But
the non-payment of the five per cent on all lands upon which military land-warrants
have been located is not denied, and it is claimed that the Government is under no
obligations to pay the same, it being insisted upon that the lands so taken up do not
fall within the compact, while the States interested maintain that the Government
is obliged to pay this :five per cent on all lands on which these military warrants
have been located, and the bill under consideration is for the purpose of requiring
. such payment to be made. It has been contended that the five per cent to be paid
to these States has reference to cash sales of the public lands, and none other. The
S. RC)l. 2 - 3 6
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States interested maintain that this is not a sound interpretation of the obligations
assumed by the Government, and some of the reasons for this cll:tim will be stated. ·
The several grants of land for military services rendered in the three great wars of
this country, namely, the Revolutionary war, the war of 1812, and the Mexican war,
were not bounties merely; they were not mere gratuities given by the Government out
of a spirit of generosity to the soldiers who served in these wars; they were not
granted or r eceived in this spirit, but were, by the very terms of most of the acts
authorizing the same, given in part payment for military services. They entered into
and formed a part of the contract of enlistment. The object of these grants was to
facilitate and encourage enlistments. In order to fill up the rank and file of the Army
rapidly, Congress offered in advance, besides specified monthly wages in money, an
additional inducement or consideration in lands-not for past service, but for services
thereafter to be rendered. The l and warrant to be received was as much a part of
the stipulated compensation provided for by the law under which the enlistment was
made and entered into the contract just as fully between the soldier and the Government as his monthly pay did. If these grants had all been made after the rendition
of the military services it might be otherwise; but they were not. They were offered
as a part of the compensation that would be paid for such services. ,vhatever differences of opinion exist as to whether these grants were sales or not may, to a great
extent, be attributed to a misunderstanding of the term "bounty," as applied to this
kind of reward for military services. It is not used in its popular sense as importing
a gratuity, but in the technical sense of a gross sum or quantity, given in addition
to the monthly stipend, but given like the latter in consideration of and at1 payment
for services to be rendered. Thus, in the late war, in order to stimulate enlistments,
a pecuniary "bounty"-that is, a gross sum in addition to the monthly wages-was
offered by the Government to all who would enlist in the military service; and in
numerous instances further bounties of the same kind were offered and paid by counties and cities in order to induce enlistments to fill up their respective quotas of men.
Such offers, when accepted and acted upon, so completelyconstitutedcontractswith
the parties enlisting under them that in repeated instances fulfillment thereof has
been enforced by the courts. These pecuniary" bounties," by which enlistments were
so largely procured during the late r ebellion, occupy precisely the same attitude as
respects the question now under consideration as the so-called bounty-land warrants
do. Both r eally were simply extra allowances offered for the same purpose, and when
accepted and enlistments made thereunder, they became ipso facto contracts wbi?h
any court would recognize and enforce. In this way the public lands were made available as a resource for defraying the national burdens just as effectually as if they bad
been converted into money, and the money used in paying the enlisted men. It was
an exchange of one valuable thing for another, which in law makes it a case of sale,
to constitute which it is enough that the title to property is parted with for a valuable consideration. It is not necessary that there be a moneyed consideration in order
to constitute a sale. Any other valuable consideration will beas effectual in supporting a contract and iu making a sale which will pass the title, w hetber it be merchandise, other property, or services. Supposl3 one man employs another to work for a
given period of time, under an agreement to pay him monthly wages at a given price
per month and forty acres of land, to be conveyed when the period of service expires,
it must be conceded that when the services are rendered the party would be as much
entitled to the land as he would be to the stipulated sum per month, and this would
as clearly be a sale of the land as if the consideration therefor had been money. The
principle- involved in the case supposed is precisely the same as in the one under consideration. And if it is a sale in the one case it is difficult to see why it would not
be in the other. But let us examine this character or mode of disposing of lands by
the United States, as constituting a'' sale," when it is viewed as a transaction between
the Government anll the party locating the warrant. Instead of patenting specific
~and to the ~old~er en~itle<l. th~reto_, in virtue of his military services, the Government
issued to him its wntten obhgat10n, payable in the agreed quantity of land, to be
selected b~ him fro~ th~ whole body of lands open for sale and entry throughout the
~ountry. These obhgati_ons or "warrants" were made assignabl e by law, and su~Ject to sale and tra.nsfo1; m the mar~et, from hand to hand, by mere delivery. In this
wa~ they became ;practically a species of Government scrip or currency, and persons
desuous of beco~mg land propnetors could and did go into the market and purcha~e
t~e same, and w_ith them buy t~e land they wanted; and in this way large quantities of tho pu?hc lands were disposed of wherever the same was subject to sale and
entry at the different land offices. Now, it is claimed to be against reason and common u age to say t~at these lands are not sold because the Government receives in
pa ·~ent for them, mstead of cash, its own obligations, payable in land. Can it be
comndered less a case ?f sale that the purchaser instead of paying for his lands in
gre nbac~s, ~oes so wi_th the Government's own paper obligations!
f, The ctef_drtfetence m t~e_two descriptions of paper is that the first is available
or pnrc a mg a commodities, indi criminately, while the latter is limited to JHU'-
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chase of land only. Suppose the United States bad issued pecunia,r y obligations, i.e.,
bonds payable to bearer at a futnre day, or payable, 1_ike greenbacks, whenever t_he
Government should find itself able, but with the proviso that they shoul~ be rece!vable at par in payment for public lands, how would the ?ase of lands P3'.ld for w!th
such bonds differ from the present case! The bonds might have been issued, h_ke
land-warmnts, for military services, or for any other con~ideration, or f?r no cons~deration. They might have been regarded by Congres~ strictly as a ~ratmt;r to parties
thought to have, for any reason, deserved well of their country. 'Ihe motive or consideration that induced or an thorized the issuing of the same .would not affect the
question whether la,nds entered and paid for with such bonds ought to be considered
as sold or not. In both cases the Government would have received in such disposition of its lands its own valid outstanding obligations, for the fulfillment of which
its faith was pledged, and the surrender of which by the holder would constit~te an
ample consideration, both legal and equitable, for the ~onveyance. These considerations apply to the fullest extent to the case of entries of land by means o~ land
warrants, for it is immaterial to the character of this transaction for what consideration such obligation was issued. Its legal capability of assignment has practically
imparted to the land warrant a negotiable quality. It bas become part of the general
mass of securities passing from hand to hand in the market. rrhe purchaser buys it
relying on the faith of the United States for the fulfillment of the agreement embodied
in it, and without inquiry as to the consideration in which it originated. In this
connection it is proper to state that Congress has treated these warrants for military
services as money, both by receiving them in payment for large tracts of land or by
authorizing their conversion into scrip and then receiving this scrip in payment for
any public land, wherever situate. This scrip, so issued in lieu of land warrants or
in redemption of the same, bas always been treated as money by the Government.
It has always been receiYed in payment for land just the same a smoney, and when
lands have Leen taken up by this scrip, representing the land warrants, the Government has paid the five per cent to the States where it was situate, while the per cent
has been withheld where the land has Leen taken up by the warrants themselves.
We think no good reason can be assigned for this distinction. The land absorbed
by either class of paper is precisely the same in effect, so far as the Government is
concerned, and both alike discharge its obligations, and for that very reason the
land so absorbecl by both classes of paper should be treated as having been sold.
It may not be inappropriate to state in this connectlon that in March, 1855 and
1857, Congress passed acts to settle certain accounts Letween the United States and
the States of Alabama and Mississippi, in which, among other things, the Commissioner of the General Land Office was authorized to allow and pay to said States
five per cent on the seyeral reservations of land described in the various treaties
with Chickasaw, Choctaw, and Creek Indians, as in case of other sales, estimating
the lands at the value of $1.25 per acre.
The settlements authorized and required by these acts between the Government
and the States of Alabama and Mississippi, and the payment of the five per cent for
these reservations, estimating the land at $1.25 per acre, are a clear recognition of
the principle contended for by the States named in the bill under consideration.
The fee to the land in these reservations was granted to the Indians, either out of
good will, and to encourage friendly relations, or in part consideration of their
possessory right to large tracts of this country surrendered to Government. It was
no cash sale of the lands to the Indians. So the military land warrants were granted
to the soldiers either as a grateful acknowledgment of their services or in part payment of tho same; and whether one or the other, the two cases are the same in
principle, and the five per cent should be paid in both eases alike.
It is further insisted by these States that if the General Government is not obligated
to pay the five per cent on the lands in dispute by the terms of the contract with
these States fairly construed, it would be within the power of the Government to convey all the public lands in any State for military services, and in that way defeat
any benefit they were to derive under the contract. It is claimed by these States that
as they were to have five per cent of the proceeds of the sales of public lands, they
were to be disposed of only in such manner as would enable them to get this sum
therefrom, and that any other disposition of these lands defeats the consideration
that induced them to enter into the stipulations provided for on their part. vVethink
there are strong reasons for this position, and that the Government in all justice can
not dispose of the public la.nds in these States for military services, and then refuse
to pay to them the per cent provided for by the compact. ·Suppose that A agrees with
B that he will pay him a commission of five per cent for selling a section of land a1;
a given price, and after making this agreement he directs B to take a given quantity
of merchandise for the same, which B does, can there be any doubt that B is entitled
to the commission agreed upon for making the sale because the mode of paying for
the same is changed by A from cash to merchandise f And, if not, is not the GoYernment as much bound under its contract with these States to pay the five per cen1;
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agreed upon, where the land is given for and in consideration of military services, as
it would be if the sale had been for cash i In other words, the contract presupposes
that all the public lands will be so sold and disposed of that the States will realize
the per cent agreed upon; and that no disposition of them, to be made in such manner as to defeat the same, was contemplated at the time; and that such is the implication arising from the contract itself. It could not have been within the contemplation of the parties that Congress might defeat the payment of the five per cent by
some other disposition of the public lands than a sale of the same for cash; for if it
had been, this privilege would have been reserved; and it is clearly evidenp no right
whatever was reserved to make any disposition of the same that would relinquish the
payment of this five per cent. Such being the contract, what is the duty of Congress
in respect to this claim made by these States i On this subject Chancellor Kent says:
"That a law embodying a contract duly passed and promulgated, thenceforward
becomes the law of the land, and that is as binding upon Congress as upon the
people, or any other branch of the Government, or as any other contract would be
binding upon the Government executed under the authority of law."
The obligations imposed upon these States were onerous. The loss of revenue in
not being allowed to exercise the power of taxation, as above referred to, would in a.
number of the States exceed in value the amount that will be gained by them if the
fi,e per cent is paid on all public lands, including cash sales and those exchanged
for military services. After careful consideration and much deliberation, your
committee have reached the following conclusions:
First. That the several enabling acts admitting the new States into the Union, as
it respects the payment of five per cent on the sales of the public lands, do embody
the elements of a legal and binding contract between said States and the National
Government, which both parties are entitled to have carried into effect in the same
manner and on the same principles as contracts are between individuals.
Second. That the agreement to pay the five per cent has a sufficient considerati<?n
in the concessions made by these States in the acts of admission into the Union, m
the surrender of revenue and otherwise, and that it was not within the contemplation of the parties that Congress might defeat the rights of the States to the five per
cent on sales by adopting a policy of disposing of the public lands in some other
form than for money, and as a matter of fact the Government did not reserve the
righ~ to give away the public lands for objects and uses outside of the States, or to
withhold the payment of the five per cent on lands granted for military purposes;
and, third, that the several grants of lands for military services rendered in the three
great wars of this country, namely, the Revolutionary war, the war of 1812, and the
Mexican war, were sales in the sense of the law and the meaning of the compact
between these States and the National Government.
Your committee feel the more strongly inclined to recommend the passage of this
bill from the fact that in nearly all the States the revenue arising from this source
has been set apart for educational purposes, in which the nation a,nd the States are
alike interested.
Your committee further recommend that the title of said bill (H. R. 277) be
amended by inserting after the word ''therein" the following words, "and directing the payment of five per cent thereon."

[House Report No. 707, Forty-fifth Congress, second session.]

The Committee on the Public Lands, to whom was referred the bill H. R. No. 4239,
having had the same under consideration, do make the following report thereon:
The bill provides for the payment by the General Government to the States of
Ohio, Indiana, Illinois, Missouri, Michigan, Wisconsin, Minnesota, Iowa, Nebraska,
Kansas, Arkansas, Louisiana,, Alabama, Mississippi, Florida, Oregon, Nevada, and
Colorado, five per centum on the military locations of lands therein, estimating the
same a~ $1.25 per acre. Heretofore, the 5 per centum upon this class of ]anus has
be~n w~thheld as not falling within the purview and intent of the stipulations contamed m the several acts admitting these States into the Union, to the effect that
the General Governm~nt would pay the percentage in question on the proce~d_s of
the s~les of_ the pubhc lands for and on account of certain designated conditions
therem pec1fie_d, which were to be binding upon and observed by the States aa members of the n~on. The nature of these considerations may be stated, summarily,
to be a conce s1on not to tax the ~ublic lands; not to t ax private lands for the space
of five Y ar after d~~ of entry m some seven of these States; in others not to tax
lands gran ted _for m1htary services in the war of 1812 for three years from date of
pa~ent i not to ~utcrfere with the primary disposal of the soil nor to tax the nonresident proprietor more than the resident, &c,
'
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This compact made at the time these States were admitted into the Union, has
been observed ;nd kept on their part in good faith, and t~ey clai~ the_ observance of
like good faith on the p art of the General Government 111 fnlfilhng its part of the
contract, namely, the p ayment of ~be five per cent, bein_g the stipulated consideration
that induced the States to enter rnto and perform theu part of the contract. That
the Government has done so on all sales of public lands for cash is not disputed.
But the nonpayment of the :five per cent on all lands upon which military landwarrants have been located is not denied, and it is claimed that the Government is
under no obligations to p ay the saine, it being insisted upon that the lands so taken
up do not fall within the compact; while the States interested maintain that the Government is obliged to p ay this :five per cent on all lands on which these military
warrants have been located, and the bill under consideration is for the purpose of
requiring such payment to be made. It has been contended that the five per cent to
be paid to these States has reference to cash sales of the public lands, and none other.
The States interested maintain that this is not a sound interpretation of the obligations assumed by the Government; and some of the reasons for this claim will be
stated.
The several grants of land for military services rendered in the three great wars
of this country, namely, the Revolutionary war, the war of 1812, and the Mexican
war, were not bounties merely; they wt.re not mere gratuities given by the Government out of a spirit of generosity to the soldiers who served in these wars; they
were not granted or received in this spirit, but were by the very terms of most of
the acts authorizing the same, given in part payment for military services. They
entered into and formed a part of the contract of enlistment. The object of these
grants was to facilitate and encourage enlistments. In order to fill up the rank and
file of the Army rapidly, Congress offered in advance, besides specified monthly
wages in money, an additional inducement or consideration in lands-not for past
services, but for services thereafter to be rendered. The land warrant to be received
was as much a part of the stipulated compensation provided for by the law under
which the enlistment was made, and entered into the contract just as fully between
the soldier and the Government, as his monthly pay did. If these grants had all
been made after the rendition of the military services it might be otherwise; but
they were not. They were offered as a part of the compensation that would be
paid for such services. Whatever differences of opinion exists as to whether these
grants were sales or not, may, to a great extent, be attributed to a misunder~tanding of the term "bounty," as applied to this kind of reward for military servI~es. It is not used in its popular sense as importing a gratuity, but in the techmeal sense of a gross sum or quantity, given in addition to the monthly stipend,
but given like the latter in consideration of and as payment for services to be
rendered. Thus in the late war, in order to stimulate enlistments, a pecuniary
"bounty"-that is, a gross sum in addition to the monthly wages-was offered by
~he Government to all who would enlist in the military service; and in numerous
mstances further bounties of the same kind were offered and paid by counties
and cities in order to induce enlistments to :fill up their respective quotas of men.
Such offers, when accepted and acted upon, so completely constituted contracts with
the parties enlisting under them that in repeated instances fulfillment thereof has
been enforced by the courts. These pecuniary "bounties," by which enlistments
were so largely procured during the late rebellion, occupy precisely the same attitude as respects the question now under consideration as the so-called bounty land
warrants do. Both really were simple extra allowances offered for the same purpose,
an~ when accepted and enlistments made thereunder, they became ipso facto contracts
which any court would recognize and enforce. In this way the public lands were
~ade available as a r esource for defraying the national burdens just as effectually 2s
1f they had been converted into money, and the money used in paying the enlisted
men. It was an exchange of one valuable thing for another, which in law makes it
a ?ase of sale, to constitute which it is enough that the title to property is parted
with for a valuable consideration. It is not necessary that there be a moneyed consic~eration_ in order to constitute a sale. Any other valuable consideration will be as
effectual m supporting a contract and in making a sale, which will pass the title,
whether it be merchandise, other property, or services. Suppose one man employs
another to work for a given period of time, under an agreement to pay him monthly
wa~es at a gi:en pri?e p~r month and forty acres of land, to be conveyed when the
per10d of servrne expires, 1t must be conceded that when the services a,re rendered the
party would be as much entitled to the land as he would be to the stipulated sum
per month, and this would as clearly be a sale of land as if the consideration therefor
ha<;! been money. The principle involved in the case supposed is precisely the same
as Ill the one under consideration. And if it is a sale in the one case, it is difficult to
see why it would not be in the other. But let us examine this character or mode of
disposing of lands by the United States, as constituting a "sale" wl.Jen it is viewed
as a transaction between the Government and the party locating the warrant.
Instead of patenting specific land to the soldier entitled thereto, in virtue of hia
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military services, the Government issued to him its written obligation, payable in
the ag1'eed quantity of land, to be selected by him from the whole body of lands
open for sale and entry throughout the country. These obligations or" warrants"
were made assignable by law, and subject to sale and transfer in the market,
from hand to hand, by mere delivery. In this way they became practically a species
of Government scrip or currency, and persons desirous of becoming land proprietors
could and did go into the market and purchase tqe same, and with them buy the land
they wanted; and in this way large quantities of the public lands were disposed of
wherever the same were subject to sale and entry at the different land offices. Now,
it is claimed to be against reat:on and common usage to say that these lands are not
sold because the Government receives in payment for them instead of cash its own
obligations, payable in land. Can it be considered less a case of sale that the pur•
chaser instead of paying for his lands in greenbacks does so with the Government's
own paper obli~ationsf
The chief difference in the two descriptions of paper is, that the first is available
for ,purchasing all commodities, indiscriminately, w hile the latter is limited to pur•
chase of land only. Snppose the United States had issued pecuniary obligations,
i.e. bonds payable to bearer at a future day, or payable liirn greenbacks, whenever
the Government should find itself able, bnt with the proviso that they should be
receivable at par in payment for public lands, how would the case oflands paid for
with such bonds differ from the present case1 The bonds might have been issued
like land warrants, for military services, or for any other consideration or for no
consideration. They might have been regardecl by Congress strictly as a gratuity
to parties thought to have, for any reason, deserved well of their country. The
motive or consideration that induced or authorized the issuing of the same would
not affect the question whether lands entered and paid for with such bonds ought
to be considered as sold or not. In both cases the Government would have received
in such disposition of its lands its own valid outstanding obligations, for the fulfill•
ment of which its faith was pledged, and the surrender ofwbich by the holder would
constitute an ample consideration, both legal and equitable, for the conveyance.
These considerations apply to the fullest extent to the case of entries of land _by
means of land warrants. For jt is immaterial to the character of this transact10n
for what consideration such obligation was issued. Its legal capability of assign•
i:µent has practically imparted to the land warrant a negotiable quality. It bas become
part of the general mass of securities passing from hand to hand in the market. The
purchaser buys it relying on the faith of the United States for the fulfillment ~f t~e
agreement embodied in it, and without inquiry as to the consideration in which it
originated. In this connection it is proper to state that Congress has treated these
warrants for military services ati money, both by receiving them in payment f?r lar~e
tracts of lands or by authorizing their conversion into scrip and then receivrng this
scrip in payment for any public land, wherever situate. This scrip so issued in lieu
of land warrants or in redemption of the same has always been treated as money by
the Government. It has always been received in payment for land just the same as
money, and when lands have been taken up by this scrip representing the land war•
rants, the Government has paid the five per cent to the States where it was situate,
while the per cent has been withheld where the land has been taken by the warrants
themselves. We think no good reason can be assigned for this distinction. The
land absorbed by either class of paper is precisely the same in effect so far as the
Government is concerned, and both alike discharge its obligations, anu for that very
reason the land so absorued by both classes of paper should be treated as having been
sold.
Again, on March 2, 1855, Congress passed an act entitled "An act to settle certain
accounts between the United States and the State of Alabama." This act provides:
"That the Commissioner of the General Land Office be, and he is hereby, required
to state an account between the United States and the State of Alabama, for the
purpose of ascertaining what sum or sums of money are due to said State heretofore
uns_ettled ~mder the act of March 2, 1819, for the admission of Alabama into the
Umon, anct. that he be required to include in said account the several reservations
unde_r t!1e various treaties with the Chickasaw, Choctaw, and Creek Indians with!n
the limits of Alabama, and allow and pay to said State five per cent thereon as m
case of other sales."
Subsequently to this Congress passed an act entitled "An act to settle certain
acc?tmts between the United States and the State of Mississippi and other States,"
w~:ch ~as approved March 3, 1857, and is as follows:
Be it en,acted by the Senafe ~nd Honse of Representatives of the United States in Congres•
asse7r!-bled, fhat the Comm1ss1oner of the General Land Office be and be is hereby,
£eimred to stato an accou!l~ between the United States and the State of Mississippi,
ho th e purpose of ascertammg what sum or sums of money are due to said State,
eretofore unsettled, on account of the public lands in said State, and upon the
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same principles and allowance as prescribed in the 'Act to settle certain ~ccouuts
between the United States and the State of Alabama,' approved the 2d of March,
1855 • and that he be required to include in said account the several reservations
und~r the various treaties with the Chickasaw and Choctaw Indians within the
limits of Mississippi, and allow and pay to the said State five ~er centum thereon as
in case of other sales, estimating the lands at the value of $1.20 per acre
"SEC. 2. And be it further enacted, That the said Commissioner shall also state an
account between the United States and each of the other States upon the same principles, and shall allow and pay to each State such amount as shall thus be found due,
estimating all lands and permanent reservations at $1. 25 per acre."
The settlements authorized and required by these acts between the Government
and the States of Alabama and Mississippi, and the payment of the ti.ve per cent fo r
these reservations, estimating the land at $1.25 per acre, are a clear recognition of
the principle contended for by the States named in the bill under consideration.
The fee to the land in these reservations was granted to the Indians, either out of
good will, and to encourage friendly relations, or in part consideration of their
posessory right to large tracts of this country, surrendered to the Government. It
was no cash sale of the lands to the Indians. So the military land warrants were
granted to the soldiers either as a grateful acknowledgment of their services or in
part payment of th~ same;· and whether one or the other, the two cases are the same in
prinmple, and the five per cent should be paid in both cases or should not be paid
in either. :But we wish to call especial attention to the provisions of the act with
reference to Mississippi, as we think all ambiguity in r espect to the question under
consideration, if there be any, is removed by the language then, used; for if Congress meant anythin g, it would seem the Commissioner, by that act, is required to
do three things: First, he is to state an account between the Uniteil. States and
Mississippi and the other States, for the purpose of ascertaining what sum or sums
of money are due to these States, heretofore unsettled, on account of public lands
in said States; second, he is to include two things in said account, which ar e, all
lands and permanent reservations, estimating the same at $1.25 per acre; and, third,
he is to pay five per cent thereon as in cases of other sales. If Congress did not
intend to include all lands upon which military land warrants had been located as
well as permanent reservation, we are unable to see what was intended by the lan~nage employed in this act. We think it must be admitted that this account was to
mclude all public lauds on which the five per cent was still unsettled, as well as
reservations. And by the expr ess terms of the act this necessarily includes the
military locations, as these were a part of the public l ands on which the five per
cent had not been paid. If these lands were not intended to be incltu1 ed, what
lands does the act refer to¥ It can not bo the lands sold for cash, for there was no
dispute about them. The Government bad faithfully compliecl wit,h its obligations
to the States as it respects these cash sales, and had paid the five per cent on all the
lands so sold. Neither can it refer to the reservations, for they were fully provided
fo~ by the first section of the act by name, and are to be p aid for upon the same
prmciples and allowance as those recognized and provided for in the case of the
State of Alabam a. And in addition to these reservations the Government is to pay
on account of all public lands in said State 'bf Mississippi upon the same principles
and allowance. So that both lands and reservations are clearly provided for in this
first section, while the second section provides that the United States shall state an
account with the other ·s tates upon the same principles, and shall allow and p ay
to them such amount as shall be found due on account of all lands and reservations, estimating the same at $1.25 per acre. So that other lands than those sold for
cash and reservations must be referred to by this act in order to give its provisions
force and. effect. · Indeed, we think that a proper construction of the scope and meanmg of this act of Congress would include all lands in these States disposed of by the
Government for any purpose other than to the State itself or by the consent of the
~tate. That it is broad enough to, and does, include the lands in question we think
IS beyo:r_id controversy. And to avoid all question hereafter as to its including aU
lands dtsposed of by the General Government, and confining it to cash sales, and
lands located for military warrants, your committee recommend that the bill be
a~ended. to that effect, and that the severa 1 States named be required, through
th1er legislatures, to relinquish all claims to the five per cent, excepting cash sales
and those on which land warrants have been and shall be located. It is further
insisted by these States that if the General Government is not obligated. to pay the
fiv:e per cent on the lands in dispute by the terms of the contract with these States
faul;y construed, it would be within the power of the Government to convey all the
public lauds, in any State, for military services, and in that way defeat any benefit
they were to derive under the contract. It is claimed by these Sta,t es that as they
wer~ to have five per cent of the proceeds of the sales of public lands, they were to
be disposed of only in such manner a~ would enable them to get this sum therefrom,
and that any other disposition of these lands defeats the consideration that induced
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them to enter into the stipulations provided for on their part. We think there are
strong reasons for this position, and that the Government in all justice can not dispose of the public lands in these States for military services and then refuse to pay
to them the per cent provided for by the compact. Suppose that A agrees with B
that he will pay him a commission of :five per cent for selling a section of land at a
given price, and after making this agreement he directs B to take a given quantity
of merchandisefortlte same, which B does, can there by any doubt that Bis entitled
to the commission agreed upon for making the sale because the mode· of paying for
the same is changed by A from cash to merchandise t And, if not, is not the Goverrnnent as much bound under its contract with the States to pay the five per cent
agreed upon, where the land is given for and in consideration of military services,
as it would be if the sale had been for cash t In other words, the contract presupposes that all the public lands will be so sold and disposed of that the States w~ll
realize the per cent agreed upon; and that no disposition of them, to be made m
such manner as to defeat the same, was contemplated at the time; and that such is
the unplication arising from the contract itself. Such was clearly the view taken
; by Congress of this question in the acts of March 2, 1855, and March 3, 1857. Hence
the language used, "all lands and perrnanent reservations;" and, as if not to be misunderstood, the same are "to be valued at $1.25 per acre." Not five per cent of the proceeds from the cash sales, but five per cent on all lands disposed of in a·ny other way,
estimating the same at $1.25 per acre. Any other view would defeat this legislat~on
both in letter and in spirit, and would do violence to every rule of construct1~m
1
1 known to the law.
It could not have been within the contemplation of the parties
that Congress might defeat the payment of the :five per cent by some other disp?·
sition of the public lands than a sale of the same for cash, for if it had been, this
· privilege would have been reserved; and it is clearly evident no right whatever
, was reserved to make any disposition of the same that would relinquish the pay-, ment of this five per cent. Such being the contract, what is the duty of Congress m
· respect to this claim made by these Statesf On this subject Chancellor Kent says:
''That a law embodying a contract duly passed and promulgated, thenceforward
becomes the law of the land, and that is as binding upon Congress as upon the peo, ple, or any ot,h er branch of the Government, or as any other contract would be binding upon the Government executed under the authority oflaw."
.
The obligations imposed upon these States were onerous. The loss of revenue m
not being allowed to exercise the power of taxation alone would far exceed in val~e
the amount that will be gained by them if the five per cent is paid on all public
lands, including cash sales and those exchanged for military services. After care_ful
conside~ation and much deliberation, your committee have reached the followmg
conclus10ns:
First. That the several enabling acts admitting the new Stat.es into the Union, as
it respects the payment of five per centmn on the sales of the public lands, do em~ody
t,he elements of a legal and binding contract between said States and the National
Government, which both parties are entitled to have carried into effect in the same
manner and on the same principles as contracts are between individuals.
Second. That the agreement to pay tp.e five per centnm bas a sufficient consid~ration in the concessions made by these States in the acts of admission into the Union,
in the surrender of revenue and otherwise, and that it was not within the contemplation of the parties that Congress might defoat the right of the States to the :five
per cent on sales by adopting a policy of disposing of the public lands in some other
form than for money, and as a matter of fact the Government •did not reserve the
right to give away the public lands for objects and uses outside of the States, or to
withhold the payment of the five per cent on lands granted for military purposes;
and third, that the several grants of land for military services rendered in the three
great wars of this country, namely, the Revolutionary war, the war of 1812, and the
Mexican war, were sales in the sense of the law anrl the meaning of the compact
between these States and the National Government.
Your committee would, therefore, recommend that the bill under consideration be
~mended by providing, first, that no certificates provided for by the bill shall be
issued to a1;1,y Stat~ until said _Stato, i>y its legislature, shall relinquish or release all
further claims agarnst the United tates for five per centnm 0f the net proceeds of
the sales of public lands other than cash sales and locations by military land
warrants; and second, that whatever amount may be found due the State of
Ala bn;ma under the provisions of this act shall, when paid to said State, be
h~ld m trn t for the use and benefit of the university of said State, and may be
1
~
po ed of by _the l~gisl~ture thereof in such manner as may be deemed for the best
mtere ta of said u111vers1ty; and that after it has been so amended it pass. It may
tiF~oper to add that the mode of adjustment and settlement provided for by the
1 . 0 not ma~ 1t burcl ll ome, but easy to the Government, as no money is
r ei~ired to be pa,1~ out of the Tr a ury for 1,hat purpose. The bill provides that the
elary of the Ir asury shall be autltorized to issue and deli.er to the ga vernors
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oJ the States named, or their agents, United States certificates of inde~tedness of
the denominations of $100, $500, and $1,000 each, as tlrn Se~retary may direct, eac?of which is to run twenty years from its date, to draw mterest, payable semiannually, at the rate of three and sixty-five hundredths per centum per annum.
It is believed that a sum far in excess of what will be necessary to meet the payment of these certificates will be realized by the time they mature from the sales of
the public lands belonging to the _Go"."ernment yet remaining undispose~ of.. Your
committee feel the more strongly rnclmed to recommend the passage of this bill from
the fact that in nearly all the States the revenue arising from this source has been
set aparb for educational purposes, in which the Nation and the States are alike
interested.
[Senate Report No.193, Forty-seventh Congress, first session.]

The Committee on Public Lands, to whom was referred bill S. 67, report as follows:
The Government of the United States, in receiving the Western and Southern
Sta,tes into the Union, stipulated in their several acts of admission to pay them 5
per cent·upon the sales of the public lancls situated therein. The consideration for
the 5 per cent so rese1·ved is substantially the same in each of the enabling acts of
said States; that is to say, Ohio and Indiana stipulate that the public lands therein
shall remain exempt from all tax whatever for the term of five years from date of
sale.
Iowa, in the compact, stipulates four things:
1st. That she will not interfere with the primary disposal of the soil.
2d. Nor Lax for any purpose the public lands.
3d. That the non-resident proprietors shall not be taxed more than the resident;
and
4th. That lands granted for military services in the war of 1812 that may be
located therein shall not be taxed for three years from date of patent.
Illinois-same as Ohio, and the third and fourth stipulations of the Iowa compact. '
Alabama and Mississippi-same as Ohio, and embracing the second and third
stipulations of Iowa.
Missouri-same as Ohio, and including that of Iowa.
Michigan and Arkansas-same as Iowa.
Florida-same as the first and second stipulations of Iowa.
Wisconsin, Min11esota, and Oregon-same as the first three stipulations of Iowa.
Nebraska and Nevada-same as the second and third stipulations of Iowa.
Kansas-the same as the first and second of Iowa.
Louisfana-the same as Ohio and Indiana. ·
These stipulations were proposed to the people of the several States by Congress
as the condition of Union, for their "free acceptance or rejection," and if accepted
were to be obligatory on both parties thereto. They were duly accepted by the
States, which have, also, faithfully observed them.
The binding effect of these compacts is specifically recognized and set forth in an
opinion rendered by Hon. B. F. Butler, then Attorney-General of the United States,
dated March 31, 1836, in passing upon the legal effect of the act for the admission
of Alabama into the Union, as follows:
"This proposition, having been accepted by the convention, became and is obligatory on the United States; that is to say, the faith of the nation is pledged to
execute it literally, provided the Government of the United States possesses or
acquires the ability to do so. (3 0. A.G., 56.)"
Since the admission of the several States referred to, in many of them the entire
public domain has been disposed of, and within the limits of the others but a small
portion remains unsold. The methods of disposition have been various: }'or cash;
in settlement of obligations of the Government to its soldiers, represented by military land-warrants; in aid of railroads and canals, and other works of internal
improvement; and under the homestead law. The States have as yet made no claim
for compensation on account of the lands disposed of in the last two named methods; the Government has paid or is in process of paying 5 per cent upon the ca13h
sales, but up to the present time has made no payment to any of the States upon
entries of public lands with military land-warrants, though demand has been made
for the same.
The only ground known to your committee upon which this payment has been
refused is that such disposition of the public domain was not" sales of th& public
lands" within the meaning of the enabling acts. The right of these States to the
5 per ceuturn upon: military locations depends, in the opinion of your committee,
13:rgely upon the fact whether, as between the Government and the soldier, the lands
disposed of formed a part of the consideration of his hire. Upon this point your
committee have had little difficulty in arriving at the conclusion that such disposi-
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tion did, in fact, enter into and become a part of the consideration for the enlistment and services of the soldiers to whom land-warrants were issued. The acts of
Congress for the benefit of the recruiting service of the United States at the opening of the Revolutionary war are dated in August and Septem ber, 1776.
The Commonwealth of Virgip.ia about the same time (October, 1776), for the purpose of raising her quota of men and meeting the exigencies of the coming war,
also offered lauds to her soldiers as part compensation for their military services.
These lands thus offered by the legislature of Virginia were afterward patented by
_C ongress to her soldiers tj,gteeably to the terms of cession made by Virginia to the
Federal Government of -t.:he Northwestern Territory March 1, 1784.
.
The several military grants for the war of 1812 are datetl December 24, 1811, January 11, 1812, February 6, 1812, December 12, 1812, January 24-, 1814, January 2·7,
1814, February 10, 1814, April 18, 1814-, and December 14, 1814.
Those of the Mexican war are dated February 11, 1847, March 3, 1847, September
28, 1858.

It is clear from the language of these grants that they were designed to effect a..
fnture object, and in no sense did they relate to a past subject. The time when and
the circumstances under which they were passed indicate but too manifestly the aim
in view, namely, to facilitate and en courage enlistments, that the requisite numerical force of the Army might be enlarged as rapidly as possible, in order to meet the
pressing necessities of each of the impending wars.
At the time the resolution of Septemlier 16, 1776, was adopted, Congress owned
no land, but expected by conquest to become entitled to all the land which England
had acquired by discovery. Anticipatin g, therefore, the acquisition of large landed
possest;i011s, ;rnd expecting to have more land than money, Congress, in order to fill
up the rank and file of the Army, and to raise and complete a regularly organized
military establishment, offered in advance, besides specified monthly wages in
money, an additional consideration in l and, not for past, but for services thereafter
to be rendered. The colonial government of Virginia did the same thing, and her
engagement to pay in lR,n d was afterwards assumed and fulfilled by Congress, by
setting apart for th.it purpose a section of country lying between the Little Miami
and Scioto rivers in Ohio.
The military grants for the war of 1812 and the Mexican war are of the sarr\e
character, enactec1 at or near the commencement of each, wholly prospective in their
operation, and are their own best expositors; their meaning and purpose cannot be
misinterpreted. In effect, they said to t,he party whose military prowess the Government so much needed at the time, "Enlist, and serve your country a given period,
and you shall have as a reward therefor a quarter section of land in addition to
your monthly pay." The land thus offered in advance of, and as au inducement to
the engagement forme11 as much a part of the contract of enlistment as did the
money compensation. One cannot with any show of reason be designated a gratuity
any more than the other; both alike constituted the consideration for which the
serv..ices were to be r endered. It follows, therefore, that these grants of land for
military service in the three great wars of this country are essentially in the nature
of contracts; and as such become the foundation of the claim which the Western and
Southern States now make for the 5 per cent thereon, according to the terms of the
compact contained in their several enabling acts; for, if they have the elements of a.
contract, it follows that the l ands located thereunder are sales in legal conterp.plation, and not bonnties in any just sense of that term. It involves no other or different principle than if one man should sayto a,nother, "Work for me twelvemonths
and I will pay you at the rate of $15 per month and eighty acres of land for such
service." Could he, in law, discharg e his obligation by making the money payment
and withholding the land, upon the pretext of a bounty to be paid or not at his own
pleasure!
That this is the proper construction of the military land-warrant acts of 1847 is
abundantly shown by the debate thereon at the time of their passage. When the
act of February 11, 1847, came to the Senate from the House where it originated, an
amem1ment was proposec1 giving, in addition to the monthly pay and allow::mces
and the money bounty, a grant of land to the soldiers whose enlistment was then
sought. The subject was debated at considerable length, and the result was the
st~t1;1te referred to. In the course of the debate Mr. Cameron, the mover of the
?ngmal ame"?-~ment, said: "He was desirous that those of our fellow-citizens whq
mtended to JOm the Ar.my might know what they had to expect. The soldier whq
fought the battles of his country was de erving of reward, and as this Government
po ~s ed abunc1anc of_ land he thought no better di position could be made of a
portion o~ them than m rewarding the bravery and patriotism of the soldiers."
( ongr 1onal m~ue, 2d. c ion Twenty-ninth Congress, p. 171.)
a Mr. All~~, of _ h10, wh~le objectiug to the proposition as not sufficiently gnarded
1 pe l~C, p~ ed hi as ent to the principl S involved. He said he "was one
0
tho c "hob h ved that, a1:1 between the Government and th~ citizen great lib--
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erality should be observed, more especially as regarded the uncultivated soil of this
country. He knew of no better use that could be made of the public domain than
to reward the brave and patriotic men who had volunteered to serve in this war."
(Ibid., p.172.)
Mr. Clayton said: "While graduatiop. bills and preemption bills, and other projects for giving away and breaking up the public doma.in were in vogue, while the
land was going, he preferred to see it given to the citizen soldiers and the regular
soldiers of the United States Army; he preferred giving the lands to the soldiers as
an inducement to fight the battles of the country rather than give them to the paupers of Europe." (Ibid., p. 173.)
Mr. Corwin said: "It was a proposition to grant to every soldier who actually
served, and to the heirs of every soldier who died in service, an amount equal to
$~00, which should pass current in any land office for the purchase ofland. Instead
of paying them in advance, it was paying him at the end of bis service this
amount. * * * A soldier's service was the hardest that any patriot could be
called upon to perform, nnd he thought that they were entitled to receive at the
bands of the Government this much at least." (Ibid.)
Mr. Badger said: "If we are to call upon American citizens to enlist in the Army
for the prosecution of this inde:fiuite war-to enlist not merely for a certain period,
but during the existence of the war, * * * was it not important that they
should throw out strong inducements to the people to peril their happiness, their
persons, and their livesf He saw in this very circumstance strong reasons why
this bill shonlclnot be passed withont a direct 'pledge' of future bounty on the part
of the Government to induce men, whether as volunteers or regular soldiers, to make
these sacrifices. He desired tha-t every man should see on the face of the law under
which the Government required the 1,-acri:fice from him, the bounty at which the
country estimates his service." (Ibid., p. 178.)
Mr. Butler said: "The great object of giving bounty lands to soldiers was to
encourage enlistments." (Ibid., p. 207.)
. Mr. Webster said: "The object was to obtain the service of the private soldier
in the ranks of the Army and in the volunteer corps. * * * The precise point
they aimecl at was to fill the ranks of the regiments for the efficient defense of the
country-the present urgent defense of the country. They asked, therefore, for
something which would be an inducement to soldiers to enlist." (Ibid.)
In addition to this we submit that the validity of the claims set up and insisted
upon by these States in the bill under consideration has received legislative recognition in at least two acts of the Congress of the United States, one in respect to the
State of Alabama, the other in respect to the State of Mississippi, both of which
acts we propose briefly to considflr.
On March 2, 1855, Congress passed an act entitled "An act to settle certain
&ccounts between the United States and the State of Alabama." This act provides:
"That the Commissioner of the General Land Office be, and he is hereby, required
to state an account between the United States and the State of Alabama, for the
purpose of ascertaining what sum or sums of money are due to said State, heretofore unsettled uncler the act of March 2, 1819, for the admission of Alabama into
the Union, and t,bat he be requfrecl to include in said account the several reservations umler the various treaties with the Chickasaw, Choctaw, and Creek Indians
within the limits of Alabama, and allow and pay to said State 5 per cent thereon,
as in case of other sales."
Subsequently to this, Congress passed an act entitled "An act to settle certain
accounts between the United States and State of Mississippi and other States," which
was approved March 3, 1857, and is as follows: ·
"Be it enacted by the Senate and House of Representatives of the United States in Cong1·ess assembled, That the Commissioner of the General Land Office be, and he is hereby,
required to state an account between the United States and the State of Mississippi,
for the purpose of ascertaining what sum or sums of money are dlJe to said State,
heretofore unsettled, on account of the public lands in said State, and upon the same
principles aud allowa.nce as prescribed in the" Act to settle certain accounts between
the United States and the State of Alabama," ap.p roved the 2d of March, 1855; and
that he be required to include in said account the several reservations under the various treaties with the Chickasaw and Choctaw Indians within the limits of Mississippi, and allow and pay to the said State 5 per centum thereon, as in case of other
s_ales, estimating the lands at the value of $1.25 per acre.
"SEC. 2. And be it further enacted, That the said Commissioner shall also state an
account between the United States and each of the other States upon the same principles; and shall allow and pay to each State such amount as shall thus be found due,
estimating all lands ancl permanent reservations at $1.25 per acre."
The settlements authorized and required by these acts between the Government
and the States of Alabama and Mississippi, and the payment of the 5 per cent for
these reservations, estimating the land at $1.25 per acre, are a clear recognition of
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the principle contended for by the States named in the bill under consideration. The
fee to the land in these reservations was granted to the Indians, either out of good will
and to encourage friendly relations, or in part considera.tion of their possessory right
to l arge tracts of this country surrendered to Government. It was no cash sale of the
lands to the Indians. So the military land warrants were granted to the soldiers
either as a grateful acknowledgment of their services or in part payment of the
same; and whether one or he other, the two cases are the same in principle; and
the 5 per cent should be paid in both cases or should not be paid in either. But we
wish to call especial attention to the provisions of the act with reference to Mississippi, as we think all ambiguity in respect to the question under consideration, if
there be any, is remoYed by the l anguage there used; for if Congress meant anything it would seem the Commissioner, by that act, is required to do three things:
First, he is to state an account between the United States and Mississippi and the
other States: for the purpose of ascertaining what sum or sums of money are due to
these States, h eretofore unsettled, on account of public lands in said States;
second; he is to include two things in said account, which are all lands and permanent reservations, estimating the same at $1.25 per acre; and, third, he is to pay
five per cent thereon, as in cases of other sales. If Congress did not intend to
include all lands upon which military land warrants had been located as well as
permanent reservations, we are unable to see what was intended by the language
employed in this act. We think it must be admitted that this account was to
include all public lands on which the .five per cent was still unsettled, as well as
reservations. And by the express terms of the act this necessarily includes the
military locations, as these were a part of the public lands on which the five per
cent had not been paid. If these lands were not intended to be included, what
lands does the act refer to Y It can not be the lands sold for cash , for there was no
dispute about them. The Government had faithfully complied with its obligations
to the States as it respects these cash sales, and had paid the five per cent on all
the lands so sold. Neither can it refer to the reservations, for they were fully provided for by the first section of the act by name, and are to be paid for upon
the same principles and allowance as those recognized and provided for in the
case of the State of Alabama. And in addition to these rese1·vi,u10ns the Government is to pay on account of all public l ands in said State of Mississippi upon the
same principles and allowance. So that both lands and reservations are clearly provided for in this first section, while the second section provides that the United States
shall state an account with the otber States upon the same principles, and shall allow
and pay to them such amount as shall be found due on account of all lands and reservations, estimating the same a~ $1.25 per acre. · And reservations must be referred
to by this act in order to give its provisions force and effect.
And is not the Government as much bound under its contract with these States to
pay the 5 per cent agreed upon, where the l and is given for and in consideration of
military services, as it would be if the sale bad been for cash t In other words, the
contract preRupposes tha,t all the public lands will be so sold and disposed of that
the States will realize the per cent agreed upon; and that no disposition of them, to
be made in such manner as to defeat the same, was contemplated at the time; and
that such is the implication arising from the contract itself. Such was clearly the
view taken by Congress of this question in the acts of March 2, 1855, and March 3,
1857. Hence the language used, "All lands and permanent reservations"; and as if
not to be misunderstood thti same are "to be valued at $1 .25 per acre." Not five per
cent of the proceeds from cash sales, but five per cent on all lands disposed of in any
other way, estimating the same at $1.25 per acre. Any other view would defeat this
legislation both in letter and in spirit, and woulcl do violence to every rule of constru ction known to the law. It could not have been within the contemplation of
the parties that Congress might defeat the payment of the five per cent by some
other disposition of the public lands than a, sale of the same for cash ; for if it had
been, this privilege would have been reserved; and itis clearly evident no right whatever was r eserved to make any disposition of the same that would relinquish the p ayment of this five per cent .
. The land wanants issued in pursuance of the several acts named were certainly
m the n~ture of evidences of indebtedness. The public lands were made available
~or meetn~g tbe demands of the General Go,ernment in the payment of its soldiery
Just as efte tually by the warrant i:;ystem as if the l ands were first converted into
mon~:y and tbe money used in liquidati ng these demands. Instead of patenting a
~pecifi_ cl tract_of ~and to the soldier entitled thereto, the Government issued to him
it. w~itten obligation, payabl~ in the. agreed quantity of land, to be selected from
the "hole body of the pub he domam. Aud these obligations, or "warrants," as
th Ya.re caJl d, were by law made a signable and were subjected to sale and transf r. Jn _thi way they became a species of G~vernmeut scrip or currency and per~t n ur 1~~ 0 of pur ha ing could ~o into the market and b~y the same,' and with
it1 to tract of the public lands whenever the same were subJ'ect to sale
an d entry,
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Can it be considered less a case of sale that the purchaser, instead of paying for
bis land in greenbacks, does so with the Government's own paper obligations'? The
chief difference in the two descriptions of paper is that the first is available for
purchasing all commodities indiscriminately, whilst the latter is limited to the purchase of land only. Suppose the United States had issued pecuniary obligations,
i.e., bonds payable to bearer at a future day, or payable like greenbacks, whenever
the Government should find itself able, but with the proviso that they should be
receivable at par in payment for public lands-how would the case of lands paid for
with such bonds differ from the present case! The bonds might have been issued
like land warrants, for military service, or for any other consideration, or for _no
consideration. They might have been regarded by Congress strictly as a gratmty
to parties thought to have for any reason deserved well of their country.
· This would not affect the question whether lands entered and paid for with such
bonds ought to be considered as sold. In either case the Government would have
received for thus disposing of its lands its own valid outstanding obligations, for
the fulfillment of which its faith was plighted, and the -surrender of which by the
holder would constitute an ample consideration, legal and equitable, for the conveyance. These considerations apply to the fullest extent to the case of entries of land
by means of land warrants.
To your committee it seems that the true solution of the question whether or not
land entered by the location of warrants should be considered as Bold by the Government is to be found in the nature of the transaction at the time of the warrant
location, and not in that of it& issue.
.
No land is sold or disposed of in any way by the mere issue of a warrant. That
conveys no title whatever to the bolder of the warrant for any specific land. The
warrant is a mere executory promise or contract, calling for a given quantity of land,
to be selected from the body of the public lands. It is not until the specific tract is
ascertained, segregated, and the warrant surrendered in exchange for a certificate
of location for a particularly described tract or parcel of land, which is to ripen into
a full legal title upon the issuance of a patent, that any land can be said to have
been disposed of by the Government; but when the warrant is located, this, to all
intents and purposes, is a sale.
The term "bounty," as applied to this kind of compensation for military services,
seems to be inapt. It certainly is not used in its popular sense as importing a gratuity, because in the several acts of Congress granting lands to the soldiers in the
three great wars of this conn try the "warrants" were not issued in consideration
of paBt BerviceB, but must be fairly understood as a part of the stipulated compensation provided for by the law under which the enlistment was made for services thereafter to be perf01·med.
This is made most manifest by the debate above quoted. The object is there
stated explicitly as being to "encourage enlistment."
In the late war of the rebellion, in order to stimulate enlistments, a pecuniary
"bounty "-that is, a gross sum in addition to the periodical pay-was offered by
the Government instead of land warrants to all who should enlist in the service, and
in many instances further "bounties" of the same kind were offered and paid by
.counties and cities in order to induce enlistments to fill up their respective quotas
of men. Such offers, when accepted and acted upon, have, in repeated instances,
been declarod by the courts to be valid contracts and have been enforced accorclingly.
It will not be contended, as the committee believe, that the agreement to pay the
5 per cent on the sales of the public lands does not find a sufficient consideration in
the stipulations of the several States not to interfere with the primary disposal of
the soil; not to tax Government land; in some States not to tax lands which the Government might sell for five ye~rs; in other States not to tax for three years a class
of lands in the hands of certain patentees; not to tax nonresident proprietors more
than residents, &c.
The rights surrendered by the States were of great material consequence to them
The right of taxation inheres in the sovereign power of a State, and is extended over
all subjects and descriptions of property within its jurisdiction. In the relinquishment of the right of taxation the States have lost a very large revenue, far in excess
of the 5 per cent upon all the public lauds, whether the same be computed cash sales
or upon lands disposed of in payment for military services, or both.
By disposing of the public lands in the manner named the United States discharged
an obligation which was of binding force upon all the States as component parts of
the common confederacy. Aside from the legal liability of the Government to pay
the percentage claimed to the States within whose limits the lands were purchased
with military warrants, it may be suggested that it would be palpably inequitable
that a few States should be called upon to contribute so largely in the discharge of
the nation's indebtednesA. But when it is considered that the General Government
and the eighteen States claiming relief under the bill submitted for the consideration
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of your committee entered into :;i, solemn compact, partaking of the mutu~lity of a
legal contr.act; that the States, in order to secure the 5 per cent on the disposal of
~he pu~hc land , agreed to surrender rights indisputable and of great value to t1:tem
if retamed, and that in ~ood faith this agreement has in every respect, been fa1th!ully k_ept on the part of the States, there seems to be ~o good and,suffic~ent reas~n,
m t_he J:'1-dgment of the committee, why the United States should b~ reheved of its
obligation to pay the claims which the States have presented for adJustment.
The payment by the Gen~ral Government to the several States of five per cent
upon t~e cash sales•ruade during a period of over seventy ye~rs, w~uld seem to be
conclust_ve against the Government upon the question of cons1derat10n.
Th(_} Ltll .under consideration proposes to capitalize the lands taken up by the
0 c~tion of military land warrants at one dollar and twenty-five. cents. per acre.
This _has bee!l the minimum price for the Government lan~s ever smc~ there was a
puhhc domam. The price fixed can not, therefore, be considered unfair to the Governmt:nt. lt will also be noted that in the debate quoted upon the act of _1847 ~fr.
Corwm stated the value of the 160 acres proposed to bA offered as a cons1derat10n
for enlistments at two hundred clollars. The market value of the warrants issued
under the act also telllls to fix the value of the land.
Your committee has also been pressed to consider the obligations of the Government to the s~veral tates on account of lands granted for the purpose of aiding in
the construction of railroads and other works of internal improvement, and also for
lands disposed of under the homestead law .
. The grants for railroads and other internal improvements we~e in nearly_ or every
mstan?e made to the tates direct for the nse of the enterprise to be aided. In
a~ceptmg these grants the States fairly waived the right to the 5 per cent ?ompensation upon such land , and the O'rauts were besides generally of ~reat special benefit
to the St~tes to whicu the gra~ts were made. Besl(les, no consideration except the
one affectmg the growth and general prosperity of t,l.J.e country passed to the General
Government.
T~e l~nds _di po ed of under the homestead law sta,nd upon a different footing.
Thmr disposition in that particular manner was undert,aken without the consent of
the St~t s, and.while nominally a gift to the settlers, the fees exacted a,re sue~ as
result 1D a ~on iderable profit to the Governmen.t over- and above the costs of sellmg
and pat nhng. As, however, the passage of the homestead law worked a radical
and benefi ·e1;1t change m the public-land system of the Government, and one much
~ore~ pefic1al to the tates whose. limits then embracecl public lands than the one
th ere ore prov~iling, the obligation against the Government on account of lands
,U, 1 po o~l of 1s not very strong if at all existing.
\~ c1mn11tte , th refore, propo e to so amend the bill as to exclude from consider\10~1 1 •r ~ft r th que tion of compensation for these two classes of lands, and
~a. e 1 a c ptanc of the comp nsation prov1<l.ed for by this act a waiver of all
on ate ount of the di 'position of lands for internal' improvements and under
tchacilllhom.
ad law.
And ·with these amendm nts, the committee recommend the passage of the bill,
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J TERIOR, GENERAL LAND OFFICE,
Trashington, D. C., Septernber 1, 1893.
the 25th ulti::no I have the honor to inclose heremb ~ of acres located with military bounty land
med m your letter of 14th ultimo, up to and includay that in the adjut;tment of the 5 per cent fund
at and the several States that 5 per centum of
y haYe been allowed and paid.
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The following is the statement furnished to Mr. Gear:

Statement of the total number of acres located with niilita1·y bounty 'land warrants, under
the various acts to June 30, 1893.
States.

Located t o
.June 30, 1881.

1885.

1884.

1883.

1882.

1886.

1887.

Acres.
Acres.
Acres.
Acres.
Acres.
Acre.a. . Acres.
917. 86
Alabama........... 1,159, 691.17
200
.•.•.. .. .•.
478. 51
160
758. 56
160
Arkansas . . . . • . . . . . 2, 261, 306. 92
400
400
240
320
· 400
1,199.68
California ....... ,..
815,273. 24
880
1,600
2,560
1,160
. 1,680
440
Colorado...........
195,920
•480
760
677. 89
160
520
Florida.............
470, 843. 24
1, 349. 89
839. 92
1, 399. 23
1, 218. 54
1, 079. 94
Iowa . . . . . . .. .. . .. . . 14, 099, 945. 77 ........................................... • ......... .
Illinois............. 9,533,853
........... . ............................ " ...................... .

~~:~sa_:::::::::::: !:1,160,
m:t~U~.... 7i6:4r .... 680-- ·· .... oi5:og· --i;s20·••· ··2;2iii:6i. ··4;5o9:5i
922. 50
1, 159.38
240
159. 92
758 ..06
1, 400, 86
477. 51

Louisiana....... . ..
Michigan . .. . ... . ..
Minnesota .. .. . .. . .
Missouri . . . . . . . . . . .
Mississippi . . . .. . ..
Nebraska ..........
Nevada............

g~;~~~:

4,410, 915.78 80, 440
30, 125. 76 10,219.50 .7, 339 ..74
5,555.01
4, 860
5, 994, 851. 81
640
440
.. • • . . . .. ..
280
. . 80 .
600
6, 819, 148. 89 . . . . . . . . . . .
280
160
. . • . . •. . . . .
80
200
385, 097. 73 .. , . . . . . .. . . . • . . . . . • . . 1, 876. 40 .... . ...... . .................. ..
1,942, 718. 05
2, 160
520
1, 120
999. 87
2, 118.56
2, 040
10, 740
. . ... . ... . .............. . . . ... . . . ........................... . ... .
l, 8
560.. .. . ... 400. . . . . ... 280... .f.... 56(). . . . .... 53g_" ii .' .. 240. ~.

:::::::::::: ~U~U~ ....

Wisconsin . . . . . . . . .

6, 466, 081. 82

Total. ........ 63,282, 657. 65

I

960
39, 945.69

160

~

36, 445. 68

20, 086.04

120

40

,14,236.21-

16, 566.16

150. 71
15, 295.27

Statemep,t of the total number of acres located with military bounty land wan·ants, unde1·
the various acts * to June 30, 1893.
States.

Alabama ........... .
.Arkansas ......... . .
California ..... . .. • ..

1888.

Acres.

1889.

A cres.

1890.

1891.

1892.

i893.

Total.

Acres.

Acres.

Acres.

A1wes.

Acres.

400
39. 96
1, 163, 487. 18
. . . . . . . . . . . . • . . . . . . • . . . . . • . . . • • . 2, 263, 626, 92
2
6
5,386.47
4,239.52 { •
6.1~i. 75
~:~ 94 } 851,194.60
5 ,800 .
320 _
l
11
volorado. ... . .......
920
1, 840
1,320
<
871.
76
4 417 49
477 83 ~ 208,804.47
Florida...... . .......
679. 44 .. .. • .. .. ..
155
240
233. 89
473,039.00
Iowa . . .. .. .. .. .. . . . . . .. .. . ... ..
80
.. • • • • . .. ..
120
.. . . .. . .. .. . . .. . . . . .. 14, 100, 025. 77
761. 08
320
3,540

280

. ...... . .....

-----···--·
80

tt~;/

½~ii~~~::::::: :::::: :::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: ::::::::::::::::::::: i; m: ::z: gg
2, 999. 98 · 8, 100
600
{ 8ii
} 560 { ::ii. 80 } 4, 364, 008. 8
905. 10 ...........
440
lo9. 72 ........ ... ...... .... 1,166, 463.28
4,119. 54
2, 799. 85
2,080
{ 5 ~t5i:~t }1,874.76
920
4,516,805.50

Kansas.. .. .. .. .. .. ..
Louisiana...........
Michigan .. .. • .. .. ..
Minnesota..........
M!SS?U~i. ·:........ .
Miss1ss1pp1 . .. .. .. . .
Nebraska .. . .. . .. .. .
Nevada . . . .. .. .. .. ..
Ohio .... . . .... .. . . . .
Or~gon. -. ... . . . .... ..
W1scons1n .. .. .. .. . .

785, 54
. • .. . .. .. ..
.. • . . . . . . . .
1, 039. 40
. .. . . .. .. ..
...... . . ...
480
.. .. . ... .. .

520
160

120
240

160
860
80

.. • . . . . . • . . .. .. . . .. . • .
2, 079. 70

3, 440

{

~ii }

. .. • . . .. . • . .. • • . . . . • . . . • . . .. . . . • .
.. .. .. . . . . . ........... . .. . . . .. . . .
80

1,080

837. 74
!~~ 52 } 5,999,794.61
800
280
6, 821, 708. 89
.. • • .. .. • • .
280
387, 254. 13
160
.. • • .. • • .. 1, 958, 715. 58
. . .. . . .. . . . . .. . .. .. . .
10, 740. 00
........ .. . ....... .. . 1,817,501.99
280
320
85,822.99
80
40
6,647,632.53

554.13

.. . . . . . .. .. . . • . . ... . . • .. .. . .. . . ..

1----1---~----f
- - - -1- --- - - - - - - 16, 326.02 13,794.52 19,407.18 12,053.90 4,046. 09 63,507,410.49

Total.......... 16, 550.08

*.July 27, 1842; F ebruary 11, 1847; September 28, 1850; March 22, 1852; March 3, 1855.
ac~<;;:t;;il;, areas in black figures are not included in the aggregates having been previously
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PUBLIC LAND STATES,

Dates of admission to the Union.
Date.

State.

United States
Statutes.
2, p.
2,
3,
3,
3,
3,
3,
5,
5,
5,
5,
9,
11 ,
11 ,
]:.l,
13,

13,
13,

9,

175
641
290
349
430
389
545
58
59
790
790
58
167
384
127
30
47
34
453

OHIO ,

[5 per cent.]

~
*
"
*
*
*
SEC. 7. 3d. That one-twentieth part of the net proceeds of the lands lying within
the said State sold by Congress, from and after the thirtieth day of Jun~ next, after
deducting all expenses incident to the same, shall be applied to the layrng out a,:id
making public roads leading from the navigable waters emptying into t_he Atlantic,
to the Ohio, to the said State, and through the same, such roads to be laid ou~ under
the authority of Congress, with the consent of the several States through which the
road shall pass:
Provided, always, That the three foregoing propositions herein offered are on. the
conditions that the convention of the said State shall provide, by an ordinance irrevocable without the consent of the United States, that et'ery and each tract of land sold
by Congress from and after the thirtieth day of June next, shall be and 1·eniain exempt
from any tax laid by order or under authority of the State, whether for State, county,
township, or any other purpose whatever, for the t erm of five years from and after the
day of sale. (U.S. Stats., vol. 2, p. 175.)
LOUISIANA,

[5 per cent.]

SEC. 5. And be it furthe1· enacted, That five per centum of the net proceeds of ~he
sales of the lands of the Umted States, after the :first day of January, shall be applied
to laying out and constructing public roa,ds and levees in the said State, as the legislature thereof mav direct.
SEC. 3. " ,. * And provided also, That the said convention shall provide by an
ordinance, irrevocable without the consent of the United States, that the people
inh~biting the said territory do agree and declare that they forever disclaim all right
or title to the waste or unappropriated lands lying within tbe said territory; and
that the same shall be and remain at the sole and entire disposition of the United
States; a_nd, moreover, that each and every tract of land sold by Congress shcill be
and r emain exempt from any tax laid by the order or under the authority of the State,
whether for tate, county, township, parish, or any other purpose whatever, for the
term of five Y a~s from .a~d after the respective days of the sales thereof; and that
the lands belongmg t<;> c1t1zens of the United tates residing without the said State
ball never b taxed ~1gber than the lands belonging to persons residing therein; and
t~at no .ta3:es .sha.ll be i1npose<l ~n lands the property of the United States; and that the
nver, h s 1 1PP~ and the nav1gal le rivers and waters leading into the same or into
th
ulf of ~ n
ball be common highways and forever free, as well to the inhabit~nt fthe aid tat a to other 1tizen oftbe nited tates, without any tax, duty,
impo t, or toll ther for 1mpo ed by the said tate. (U. S. Stats., vol. 2, p. 641. '
V
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I.NDIAXA.

(5 per cent.)

SEC. 6. 3d. That five per cent of the net proceeds of the lands lying within the
said territory, and which shall be sold by Congress from and a,fter the first day of
December next, after deducting all expenses incident to the same, shall be reserved
for making public roads and canals, of which three-fifths shall be applied to those
objects within the said State, under the dir~ction of the legislature thereof, and
two-fifths to the making of a road or roads leading to the said :State, under the direction of Congress.
I<'IlfTH. * '~ * And provided, alwtiys, Tl.ult the five foregoing provisions herein
offered are on the conditions that the convention of the sa,i<l State shall provide, by an
ordinance irrevocable without the consent of the Unitecl States, that every and each
tract of land sold by the United States from and after the first day of December next
shall be ail<l re-main e:rernpt frum any ta.c laid by order or under any authority of the
State, whether for State, county_. or township, or any other purpose whatever, for
the term of five years from and. after the day of sale. (U. S. Stats. vol. 3, p. 290.)

MISSISSIPPI.
[ 5 per cent.)

SEC. 5. And be it further enacted, Tbat five per ceu t of the net proceed of _the lands
lying within the said territory, and which shall be sold by Congress from and after
the tirst day of Decewber next, after deducting all expenses incident to the same,
shall be reserved for making public roads and canals; of which three-fifths shall be
applied to those objects within the said State, under the direction of the legislature
thereof, and two-fifths to the making of a road or roads leadirrg to the sa,i d State,
under the direction of Congress.
SEC. 4. * * * And provided, also, That the said convention shall provide, by
an ordinance irrevocable without the consent of the Uniterl St.ates, that the people
inhabiting the said territory do agree and declare th~tt they forever disclaim all
right or title to the waste or unappropriated lands lying within the said territory,
and that the same shall he and remain at the sole and entire disposition of the Uni_ted
States; and moreover, t.hat each and every tract of land sold by Congress shall be
an<l remtiin exempt from any tax laid by the order, or under the authority, of the State,
whether for State, county, township: parish, or any other purpose wha.teYer, for the
term of fl ve years from and after the respective days of the sales thereof, and that the
lands belonging to citizens of the United States residing without the sa.id State shall
never be taxed higher than the lands belonging to persolls residing therein; and. that
no taxes shall be imposed on lands the property of the United States, and that the river
Mississippi, and the navigable rivers and waters leading into the same, or into the
Gulf of Mexico, shall be common highways, and forever free, as well to the
inhabit~tuts of the said. State as to other citizens of the United States, without any
tax, duty, impost, or toll therefor imposed by the said State. (U. S. Stats., vol. 3,
p. 349. )
ILLINOIS.

(5 per cent.)

SEC. 6. 3d. That five per cent of the net proceeds of the lands lying within snch
State, ancl which shall be sold by Congress from and after the first day of .Jamrnry,
one thousand eight hundred and nineteen, after cledncting all expenses incident to
the same, shall be reserved for the purposes following, ·viz: T,vo-fifths to be disbursed, under the direction of Congress, in making roads lea<liug to the State, the
residue to be appropriate<l by the legislature of the State for the encouragement of
learning, of which one-sixth part shall be exclusively bestowed on a, college or
university.
FOURTH. "
* * Pron'illed aln·ays, That the four foregoing propositions herein
offered are on the conditions that the convention of the said State shall provide, by
an ordinance irrevocable without the consent of the United States, that every and
each tract of laud sold by the United States, from and after the first day of Jannary,
one thousand eight hundred and nineteen, shall rernain e:x:ernpt from any tax laid by
order or under any authority of the State, whether for State, county, or towmihip,
or any other purpose whatever, for the term of five years from and after the day of
~a.l~: And f1,i~·ther, T~at the bounty lands grant~d, or hereafter to be granted, for
military services durmg the late war, shall, while they continue to be held by the
patentees or their heirs, remain exempt, as aforesaid, from all taxes for the term of
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three years from aud after the date of the patents, respectively; and that all the
lands belonging to the citizens of the Uuited States residing without the said State
shall never be taxed higher than lands belonging to persons residing therein. (U.S.
Stats., vol. 3, p. 430.)
ALABAMA.

(5 per cent,.]

SEC. 6. 3d. That five per cent of the net proceeds of the lands lying within the said
Territory, and which shall be sold by Congress from and after the first day of September, in the year one thousand eight hundred and nineteen, after deducting all expenses
incident to th e same, shall be reserved for making p u blic roads, canals, and improving the navigation of rivers, of which three-fifths shall be applied to those objects
within the said State, nn1ler the direction of the legislatnre thereof, and two-fifths
to the making of a road or roads leadjng to the said State, under the direction of
Congress.
4th. * " * And provided, alway s, That the said convention shall provide by
an ordinance, irrevocable without the consent of the United States, that the people
inhabiting the said Territory clo agree and declare that they forever_ disclaim all
right and title to the waste or unappropriated land1:1 lying within tl.te said Territory;
and that the same shall be and remain at the sole and entire dhiposition of the
United States; and, moreover, that each f111d every t ract of land sold by the United
States a.fter the first day of Septern her, in the year one thousand eight hundrecl and
nineteen, shall be anrl rernain exernpt froni any tax laitl by the order or uuder the
authority of the State, county. township, parish, or any other purpose whatever,
for the term of five ~•ears from and after the respective days of the sales thereof;
and that the lauds belonging to citizens of the United States residing withou~ ~lie
said State shall never be taxed big-her than the lancls belonging to persons res1dmg
therein; and that no tax shall be irnposecl on lancls the p1·ope1·ty of the United States j and
that all navigable waters within the said State shall forever remain public highways,
free to all citizens of said State and of the United States, without ~Luy tax, duty ,
impost, or toll therefor imposed by the said State. CU. S. Stats., vol. 3, p. 489.)
MISSOURI.

[.5 per cent.]

SEC. 6. 3d. That five per cent of the net proceeds of the sale of l ands lying within
the said Territory or State, and which shall be sold by Congress from and after the
:first day of January next, after deducting all expenses incident to the same, shall
be reserved for making public roads and canals, of which three-fifths shall be applied
to those objects within the State, under the direction of the legislature thereof, and
the other two-fifths in defraying, under the direction of Congress, the expenses to
be incurred in making of a road or roads, canal or canals leading to the said State.
FIFTH.
"
"
"
Provided, That the five foregoing propositions herein offered are
on the condition that the convention of th e said State shall provide by an ordinance,
irrevocable without the consent of the United States, that every and each tract
of land sold by the United States from and after the first day of January next shall
remain exernpt f rom any tax faid by order or under the authority of the State, whether
for State, county, or township, or an y other purpose whatever, for the term of five
years from and after the day of sal e : Ancl fnrther, That the bounty lands granted,
or h ereafter to be granted, for military services during the late ,var, shall, while
they continue to be held by the patentees, 01· their heirs, remain exempt as aforesaid
from ta.xation for the term of three years from and after the date of the patents
respectively . (U. S. Stats ., vol. 3, p. 545.)
ARK.A...~. A' ,

(5 per cent.]

rmRD. That fiv~ per cent of the net proceeds of the sale of lands l ying within
sa1~ State, and w~1ch shall be sol~ h;}: Congress from and after the first day of July
ne, t,_ after d ductm,. all xpenses mc1dent to the same shall be r eserved for making
public roacl and canals within the said tate under' the direction of the 0o-eneral
as embly th reof.
'
l'IFTR.
. .·
Provided, Tbat the five foregoing propositions herein offered are
on th conditrnn that th gen ral assembly or legislature of the said State by virtu~
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of the powers conferred upon it by the convention which framed the constitution of
said State, shall provide, by an ordinance, irre-"."oc3:ble without the co1;1sent of t~e
United States, that the said general assemb1~7 of saHl State shall never_inte1jere with
the prirnary disposal of the soil within the same by_ the Unit~d States, nor w_ith any regulations Congress may find necessary for secnnng the title of such soil to the bona
fide purchasers thereof; and that no tax shall be ~rnposecl on ?ands the property ~f the
United States, and that, in no case! shall nonresident proprwtors be taxed higher
than residents; and that the bonnty lands granted, or hereafter to be granted, for
military services dnring the late war, shall, whilst they ?ontinue to be held by the
patentees or their heirs, remain exempt Jrorn any ta:x.; laid by order or under the
authority of the State, county, township, or any other p1upose, for the term of three
years from and after the date of the patents respectively. (U.S. Stats., vol. 5, p. 58.)
MICHIGAN.

[5 :per ceut.l

*

FJFTH. That five per cent of the net proceedR of the sales of all public lands lying
within the said State which ha 10 been or shall be sold by Congress from and after the
first day of July, eighteen hundred and thirty-six, after deducting all the expenses
incident to the sa.me, shall be appropriated for making public roads and canals
within the said State, as the legislature may direct: P1'0vided, That the five foregoing
propositions herein offered arc on the condition that the legislature of the said State,
by virtue of the powers conferred upon it by the convention which framed the constitution of the said State, shall provide, by an ordinance, irrevoP-able without the
consent of the Uniterl States, that the said State shall never interfere with the prima1·y
dispoBal of the soil within the same by the United States, nor with any regulations Congress may find necessary for securingtbe title in such soil to the bona fl.de purchasers
thereof; and that no tax shall be im,po~ecl on lands the propert!f of the United Sfotes; and
that in no case shall nonresident proprietors be taxed higher than residents, and
that the bounty lands granted, or hereafter to be granted! for military services during the late war, shall, whilst they continue to be held by the patentees or their
heirs, remain exempt from any tax laid by order or nnder the authority of the State,
whether for State, county, township, or any other purpose, for the term of three
years from and after the date of the patents respectively. (U.S. Stats., vol. 5, p. 59.)

row A

AND FLORIDA.

[5 :per cent.]

5th. That five per cent of the net proceeds of sales of all public lands lying within
the said State which have been or shall be sold by Congress from and after the
admission of said State, after deducting all the expenses incident to the same, shall
be appropriated for making public roads a,nd canals within the said State, as the
legislature may direct: Provided, That the five foregoing propositions herein offered
are on the condition that the legislature of the said State, by virtue of the powers
conferred upon it by the convention which framed the constitution of the said State,
shall provide, by an ordinance, irrevocable without the consent of the United States,
that the said State shall never inte1:fe1·e w'ith the primary disposal of the soil within the
"8ame by the United States, nor ,vith any regulations Congress may find necessary for
securing the title in snch soil to the bona fiile purchasers t,hereof; and that no tax
shall be imposed on lands the p1·operty of the Uni ted States; and that in no case shall
nonresident proprietors be taxed higher than residents; and that the bounty lands
granted, or h ereafter to be granted, for military services during the fate war, shall,
while they continne to be held by the patentees or their heirs, remain exempt from
any tax laid by order or under the authority oftbe State, whether for State, county,
township, or a:rty other purpose, for the term of three years from and after the date
of the patents respectively. (U.S. Stats., vol. 5, p. 790.)
WISCONSIN.

[5 per cent.]
FIFTH. That five per cent of the net proceeds of sales of all public lands lying
within the said State, which have been or shall be sold by Congress from and after
the admission of said State into the Union, after d educting all the expenses incident
to the same, shall be paid to the said State for the purpose of making public roads
and canals in the same, as the legislature shall direct: Provided, That the foregoing
_propositions herein offered are on the conditions that the said convention which
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shall form the constitution of 1,;aid State shall provide, by a clause in said constitution, or an ordinance, irrevocable without the consent of the United States, that
said State shall nerm· inte1jere with the pr'ima1·y disposal of the so'il w-ithin the same by the
United States, nor with any regulations Congress may find necessary for securing the
title in such soil to bona.fide purchasers thereof; and that no tax shall be imposed on
lands the property of the United States; and that in no case shall nonresident proprietors be taxed higher than residents. (U. S. Stats., vol. 9, p. 58.)
MINNESOTA.

[5 per cent.]

SEC. 5. 5th. That five per cent of the net proceeds of sales of all public lands
lying within said State, which shall be sold by Congress after the admission of the
said Sta,te into the Union, after deducting all the expenses incident to the same,
shall be paid to said State for the purpose of making public roads and internal
improvements, as the legislature shall direct: Provided, The foregoing propositions
herein offered are on the condition that the said convention which shall form the
constitution of said State shall provide, by a clause in said co111,;titution, or an ordinance, irrevocable without the consent of the United States, that said State shall
·never inte1jere with tlw primary d·i sposal of the so-il within the sa1ne by tlte United States,
or with any regulations Congress may find necessary for securing the title in said
soil to bona fide purchasers thereof; and that 110 tax shall be imposed on lands belonging to the United States; and that in no case shall nonresident proprietors be taxed
higher than residents. (U.S. Stats., vol. 11, p. 167.)
OREGON.

[5 per cent.]

SEC. 4. 5th. That five per cent um of the net proceeds of sales of all public lands lying
within said State which shall be sold by Congress after the admissiou of said Sta~e
into the Union, after deducting all the expenses incident to the same, shall be paid
to said State for the purpose of making public roads and internal improvements, as
the legislature shall direct: Provided, That the foregoing propositions herein before
offered are on the condition that the people of Oregon shall provide by an ordinance,
irrevocable without the consent of the United States, that said State shaU never interfere with the prirnary cl-isposal of the soil within the sanie by the United States, or with
any regubtions Congress may find necessary for securing the title in said soil to
bona fide purchasers thereof; and that in no ca,se shall nonresident proprietors l>e
taxed higher than residents.
6th. And that the said State shall never tax the lands or the property of the
United States in said State. (U.S. Stats., vol. ll, p. 384.)
K.A..NS.A..S.
[5 per cent.]
ii

SEC. 3. 5th. That five per centum of the net proceeds of sales of all public lands
lying ;Vithin aid _Rtate _which shall be sold by Congress after the a,dmission of said
State mto the Umon, after deducting all the expenses incident to the same, shall be
'paid to said State for the purpose of making public roads and internal improvements,
or for _o~ber pur~oses 1 as th_e legislature may direct: Provided, That the foregoing
prop?s1t10ns herembefore offered are on the condition that the people of Kansas shall
provide hy an oTdinance, irrevocable without the consent of the United States, that
said late shall nevm· inte1Jere with the prirnary disposal of the soil with-in the sanie by
the l:!nite~l t'!-tes, ~>r with any 1·egulations Congress my find necessary for securing
the title m said 1:1011 to bona fide purchaser thereof.
6th. An<l. that the saicl State shall never tax the lauds or the propert11 of the Unitecl
States in Baid Stcite. ( . . tats. vol. 12, p.127.)
·
N.EV.A..D.A...
[5 per cent.]
'E ' .

19.

*

*

't'

*

*. ~ " That five per centum of the proceeds of the sales of all public

land: 1yrng_ w_ithm sai~ •'tatP which ball be sold by the United tates subsequent
to th ad.Im · ion of ·~ 1d tate into the nion, after deducting all the expenses inci-
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dent to the same, shall be paid to the said State for the purpose of making and
improving public roads, constructing ditches or canals, to. effect a gener3'.l system of
irrio-ation of the ao-ricultural land in the State, as the legislature shall direct.
S~c. 4. 3rd. That the people inhabiting- said Territory do agree a.nd declare that
they forever disclaim all 1·ight and title to the unarpropriated p ·ublic la?1,ds ~ying_;?ithin
said Ter1·itJry and that the same shall be and remain at the sole and entire disposi.ion of
the United States· and that the lands belonging to citizens of the United States
residino- without the said State shall never be taxed higher than the ]and belonging
to the ;esidents thereof; and that no ta.xes shall be imposed by said Sta.te on lands or
p1·operty therein belonging to, or which 1nay hereafter be pm·chased by, the United States.
(U. S. Stats., vol. 13, p. 30.)
NEBR.A.SKA.

L5 per cent.]

SEC. 12. * * * That five per centum of the proceeds of the sales of all public
lands lying within said State which have been, or shall be, sold by the United Sta:tes
prior or suhsAqnent to the admission of said State into the Union, after deducting
all expenses incident t,o the same, shall be paid to the said State for the support of
common schoolf,.
SEC. 4. 3rd. That the people inhabiting said Territory do agree and declare that
they forever disclaim all right and title to the u.nappropriated public lands lying within
said Ter1·ito1·y, and that the same shall be and re1nain at the sole ancl entire disposition of
the United States, and that the lands belonging to citizens of the United States
residing without the said State shall never be taxed higher than the lands belonging to residents thereof; and that no taxes shall be irnposed by said State on lands or
property there·in belonging to, or which may hereafter be purchased by, the United States.
(U. 8. Stats., vol.13, p. 47.)
COLOR.A.DO.
[5 per cent.]

SEC. 10. *
That five per centnm of the proceeds of the sales of all public
lands lying within said State which shall be sold by the Un ited States subsequent
to the admission of said State into the Union, after deducting all expenses incident
to the same, shall be paid to the said State for the purpose of making and improving
public roads, constructing ditches or canals, to effect a general system of irrigation
of the agricultural land of the State, as the legislature shall direct.
S1~c. 4. 3rd. That the people inhabiting said Territory do agree and declare that
they forever disclaim all right and title to the unapp1·opriated public lands lying within
said Territory, and that the sam,e shall be and 1·emain at the sole and entire disposition of
the United States, and that the land belonging to citizens of the United States residing without the said State shall never be taxerl higher than the land belonging to
residents thereof; and that no ta.xes shall be imposed by said State on lands or property
therein belonging to, or which rnay hereafter be purchased by, the United StatP.s. (U. S.
Stats., vol.13, p. 34. )
CALIFORNIA.

[5 pi,r cent,l

Be it enacted, "· * * That the State of California shall be one, and is hereby
declared to be one, of the United States of America, and admitted into the Union on an
eqnal fooU11g with the original States in all respects what,mer.
SEC. 3. " * * That the said State of California is aclmitted into the Union
upon the express condition that the people of said State, through their legislature
or otherwise, shall never interfere with the primary di8posal of the pit,blio lands within its
limits, and shall pass 110 law and do no act whe,·eby the t'itle of the United States to, and
right to dispose of, the same shall be impai-red or qnestioned; and that they shall 11ever lay
any tax or assessment of anJ/ description whatsoe1;er itpon the public domain of the United
Statesj and in no case shall nonresident proprietors who are citizens of the United
States be taxed higher than residents; and that all the navigable waters withfo the
said State shall be common highwaysi and forever free, as well to the inhabitants of
said State as to the citizens of the United States, without any tax, impost, or dnty
tlierefor. (U.S. Stats., vol. 9, p. 453.)
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NORTH DAKOTA, SOUTH DAKOTA, MONTANA, AND WASHING TON.

[February 22, 1889, 25 Stats., sec. 13, p. 676.]
IDAHO.

[July 3, 1890, 26 Stats., sec. 7, p. 215.J
WYOMING.

[July 10, 1890, 26 :::itats., sec. 7, p. 222.]

* * * That five per centnm of the proceeds of the sales of publio lands lying
within said States, which shall be sold b.v the United States snbseqnent to the
admission of said Sta.tes into the Union, after deducting all the expenses incident
to the same, shall be paid to the said States to be used as a permanent fond, the
interest of which only shall be expended for the purpose of com mon schools within
said States, respectively.

EXHIBIT

G.

[House Report No. 707, Forty-tifth Congress, secolld session.)

The Committee on the Publie Lands, to whom was referred the bill
H. R. No. 4239 having had the same under consideration, do make
the following report thereon:
The bill provides for the payment by the General Government to the
States of Ohio, Indiana, Illinois, :Missouri, Michigan, Wisconsin, Mi_nnesota, Iowa, Nebraska~ Kansas, Arkansas, Louisiana, Alabama, Mississippi, Florida, Oregon, Nevada, and Colorado, 5 per cent. on the
military locations of lands therein, estimatiug the same at $1.25 per
acre. Heretofore the 5 per cent. upon this class of lands has been
withheld as not falling within tlle purview and inteut of the stipulations contained in the several acts admitting these States into the
Union, to the effect that t 11e General Government would p~y the percentage in question on the proceeds of the sales of the public lauds for
and on account of certain de.signated conditions therein specified, which
were to be binding upon aud observed by the States as members of the
Union. 'rhe nature of these considerations may be stated, summarily,
to be a concession not to tax the public lands; 11ot to tax private lauds
for the space of five years after date of entry in some seven of these
States; in others not to tax lands granted for military services in tbe
War of 1812 for three years from date of patent; not to interfere with
the primary disposal of the soil, nor to tax the nonresident proprietor
more than the resident, etc.
This compact, made at the time these States were admitted into the
Union, has been observed and kept on their part in good faith, and
they claim the observance of like good faith on tlle part of the General
Government in fulfilling its part of the contract, namely, the payment
of the 5 per cent, being the stipnlated-consideration that induced the
States to enter into and perform thei_r part of the contract. Tllat the
Government has done so on all sales of public lands for cash is not disp~t.ed. But the nonpayment of the 5 per cent on all lands upon which
m1l~tary land warrant have been located is 11ot denied, and it is
?larn~ed ~b3:t he Government is under no obligations to pay the same,
it bemg rn 1 _t d upon that the lands so taken up do not fall within the
compact, wlnle the tates intere ted maintain that the Government is
oblig d t pay this 5 per cent on all lands on which these military warrant hav b eu located and the bill under con icleration is for the
Jmrp e o! reqniring uch paym nt to be made. It has been contended
that h ,J P r cen to be paid to the e State has reference to cash
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sales of the public lands, and none other. The States interested maintain that this is not a sound interpretation of the obligations assumed
by the Goverument; and some of the reasons for this claim will be
stated. ·
The several grants of land for military services rendered in the three
great wars of this country, namely, the Revolutionary war, the war of
1812, and the Mexican war, were not bounties merely; they were not
mere gratuities given by the Government out of a spirit of generosity
to the soldiers who served in these wars; they were not granted or
received in this spirit, but were by the very terms of most of the acts
authorizing the same, given in part payment for military services.
They entered into and formed a part of the contract of enlistment. 'l'he
object of these grants was to facilitate and encourage enlistments. In
order to fill up the rank and file of the Army rapidly Congress offered
in advance, besides specified monthly wages in money, an additional inducement or consideration in lands-not for past service, but
for services thereafter to be rendered. The land warrant to be
received was as much a part of the stipulated compensation provided
for by the law under which the enlistment was made, and entered
into the contract just as fully between th'e soldier and the Government,
as his monthly pay did.
If these grants had all been made after the rendition of the military
services it might be otherwise; but they were not. They were offered
as a part of the compensation that would be paid for such services.
Whatever differences of opinion existH as to whether these grnnts were
sales or not may to a great extent be attributed to a misunderstanding of the term "bounty" as applied to this kind of reward for military
services. It is not used in its popular sense as importing a gratuity,
but in the technical sense of a gros~ sum or quantity, given in addition
to the monthly stipend, but given like the latter in consideration of
and as payment for services to be rendered. Thus in the late war, in
order to stimulate enlistments, a pecuniary "bounty," that is, a gross
sum in addition to the monthly wages, was offered by the Government
to all who would enlist in the military service; and in numerous
instances further bounties of the same kind were offered and paid by
counties and cities in order to induce eulistments to fill up their
respective quotas of men. Such offers, when accepted and acted upon,
so completely constituted contracts with the parties enlisting under
them that in repeated instances fulfillment thereof bas been enforced
by the courts. These pecuniary "bounties," by which enlistments were
so largely procured during the ]ate rebellion, occupy precisely the same
attitude as respects tbe question now under consideration as the socalled bounty land warra11ts do. Both really were simply extra allowances offered for the same purpose, and when accepted and enlistments made thereunder they became ipso facto contracts which any
court would recognize and enforce. In this way the public lands were
made available as a resource for defraying the national burdens
just as effectually as if they had been converted into money, and the
money used in paying the enlisted men. It was an exchange of one
valuable thing for another. which in law makes it a case of sale, to
constitute which it is enough that the title to property is partedwith for a valuable consideration. It is not necessary that there be a
moneyed consideration in order to constitute a sale. Any other valuable
consideration will be as effectual in supporting a contract and in making
a sale, which will pass the title, whether it be merchandise, other property, or services.
,
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Suppose one man employs another to work for a given period of time,
under an agreement to pay him monthly wages at a given price per
month and forty acres of land, to be conveyed when the period of service expires, it must be conceded that when the services are rendered
the party would be as much entitled to the land as he would be to the
stipulated sum per month, and this would as clearly be a sale of the
land as if the considerat.ion therefor had heen money. The principle
involved in the case supposed is precisely the same as in the oue under
consideration. And if it is a sale in the one case, it is difficult to see why
it would not be in the other. But let us examine this character or
mode of disposing of lands by the United States, as constituting a
'' sale" when it is viewed as a transaction between the Government and
the party locating the warrant. Iustead of patenting specific land to the
soldier entitled thereto, in virtue of bis military serviceR, the Government issued to him its written obligation, payable in the agreed. quantity
of land, to be selected by him from the whole body of lands open for
sale and eutry throughout the country. 'fb('se obligations or "warrants" were made assigriable by law, and subject to sale and transfer
in the market, from hand to hand, by mere delivery. Iu tliis way they
became practically a species of Government scrip or cnrre1iey, and
persons desirous of becoming land proprietors could and did go into
the market and purchase the sa~ne, and with them buy the land th~y
wanted; aud in this way large quantities of the public lands were disposed of wherever the same were subject to sale and entry at the different land offices. Now, it is claimed to be against reason and common
usage to say that these lands are not sold because the Government
receives in payment for them, instea.d of cash, its own ol>ligat.ions, payable in land. Can it be considered less a case of sale that the pur_chaser, instead of paying for his lands in greenbacks, does so with the
Government's own paper obligations~
The chief difference in the two descriptions of paper is, that the first
is available for purchasing all commodities, indiRcriminately, while the
latter is limited to purchase of land only. Suppose the United States
had issued pecuniary obligations, i. e., bonds payable to bearer at a
future day, or payable like greenbacks, . whenever the Government
should find itself able, but with the proviso tllat they should be receivable at par in payment for public lands, how would the case of lands
paid for with such bonds differ from the present case1 The bonds
migllt have been issued like laud warrants, for military services, or for
auy other consideration or for no consideration. They might have
been regarded by Congress strictly aR a gratuity to parties tbougllt to
have, for any reason, deserved well of their country. The motive or
consideration that induee(l or authorized the issuing· of the same would
not affect the question whether ]a11ds entered and paid for with such
bonds ought to be considered as sold or not. In both cases the Government would llave received in such disposition of its lands its own
valid outsta11ding obligation , for tbe fulfillment of which its faith was
pledged, and the surrender of which by the holder would constitute an
ample con _ideration, both legal and equitable, for the conveyance.
The e con , 1derations apply to the fullest extent to the ease of entdes
of ]and by mean. of land warrant ·; for it is immaterial to the character of tbi tran action for what consideration such obli O'ation was
i u d. It le al capalJility of as. ignment has practically i~parted to
th land wa~rant 3: ~rngotiable quality. It has become part of the general ma
f securitie pa sing from band to hand in the market. The
purcl1a r buy it relying on the faith of the United State for the
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fulfi.Ilment of the ao-reement embodied in it, and without inquiry as to
the consideration ir~ which it originated. In this connection it is proper
to state that Congress has treated these warrants for military services
as money, both by receiving th~m i1;1 paym~nt for large trac~s.of lan_d
or by authorizing their conversion mto scrip an~ then rece~vmg. this
scrip in payment for a11y public land, wherever situate. 'l'his scrip so
issued in lien of land warrants or in redemption of the same has always
been treated as money bytbe Government.. It bas always been received
in paymeut for land just the same as money, and when lands have
been taken up by this scrip, represen!ing the land_ warran_ts, the G~vernment has pai<l. the 5 per cent to the States where it was situate, while
the per cent lrns been withheld where the land has been taken up by
the warrants themselves. VVe think no good reason can be assigned
for this distinction. The land absorbed by either class of paper is precisely the same in effect, so far as the Government is concerned, and
both alike discharged its obligations, and for that very reason the land
so absorbed by both classes of paper should be treated as having been
sold.
A.gain, on Mareh 2, 1855, Congress passed an act entitled "A.n act
to settle certain accounts betwee11 the United States and the State of
...'-Uabama." This act provides:
That the Commissioner of the General Land Office be, and he is hereby, reqnired
to state au accoullt betwePn the United States and the State of Alabama, for the
purpo:se of ascertaining what sum or sums of money are due to said State heretofore
unsettled under the act of Ma.rch 2, 1819, for tbe admission of Alabama i11to the
Uuion, and that he be required to include in said account the seYeral reservations
under tlrn varions treaties with the Chickasrtw, Choctaw, and Creek lndia.JJs within
the limits of Alabama, and allow and pay to sa id State 5 per cent thereon as in case
of other sales.

Subsequently to this, Congress passed an act entitled '' An act to
settle certain accountR bP-tween the United States and State of Mississippi and other States," whic11 wa:, approved March 3, 1857, and is as
follows:
Be it enacted by the Se11ate and Ho11s1; of Repre8e11tatives of ihe ['11-ited States in Congress
assembled, That the Commissioner of t,he GeJJeral Land Office be, and be is hereby,
required to state an account b etween the United States and the State of Mississippi,
for the purpose of as<·ertaini.ng- what snm or sums of money a,re due to said State,
heretofore unsettled, on account of the public l au<'ls i11 sai<l State, aud npon the same
principles and allowancfl as pre1,cribed in tlrn " Act to settle certain acconnt,s
between the United Sta,tes a,nd the State of Alabama." approved 1be 2d. of March,
1855; and that be be required to include in said a,rconnt the several reservations
under the various treft1.ies with the Chickasaw and Choctaw Indiant,; within the limits of Mississippi, and allow and pay to tbe said State 5 per cent thereon as in case
of other sales, estimating the lands at the value of $1.25 per acre.
SEC. 2. And be it further enacted. That the Rai d Commissioner sh,1Jl alHo state an
account between the United Srntes and each of the other Statos upon th e same
principles; and shall allow and pay to each State such amonnt as shall thns be
found due, estimating a,ll la11ds and permanent reservations at $1.:?5 per acre.

The settlements authorized and req_uired by these acts between the
Government and the States of Alabama and Mississippi, and the payment of the 5 per cent for these reserYations, estimating tlle land at
$1.25 per acre, are a clear recognition of the principle contended for by
the States named in the hill under consideration. The fee to the land
in_ these reservations was gra.nted to the Indians, either out of good
will, an<l to encourage friendly relations, or in part consideration of
their possessory right to large tracts of this country, surn,udered to
the Government.
It was no cash sale of the lands to the Indians. So the military land
warrants were granted to the soldiers either as a grateful acknowledg-
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ment of their services or in part payment of the same; and whether
one or the other, the two cases are the same in principle and the 5
per cent should be paid in both cases or should not be paid in either.
But we wish to call especial attention to the provisions of the act with
reference to Mississippi, as we think all ambiguity in respect to the question under consideration, if there be ans, is removed by the language
there used; for if Congress meant anything-, it would seem the commissioner, by that act, is required to do three things: First, he is to
state an account between the United States and Mississippi and the
other States, for the purpose of ascertaining what sum or sums of money
are due to these States, heretofore unsettled, on ac<'ount of pnblic lands
in said State~; second, he i~ to include two thing·s in s~ticl account,
which are, all lands and permanent reservations, e~timati11g the Harne
at $1.25 per acre; and, Third, he is to pay 5 per cent thereon as in
cases of other sales. If Congress did not intend to include all lands
upon which military laud warrants had been located as "·ell as permanent reservation, we are m1able to seewhatwas intended bytbe language
employed in this act. We think it must be admitted that this account
was to include an public lauds on which tl1e 5 per cent was still
unsettled as well as reservations. And by the express terms of the act,
this necessarily iucludes the military locatio11 s, as these were a part of
the public lands on which the 5 per cent bad not been paid. If
these lauds were not intended to be included what lands does
the act refer to, It can not be tl1e la11ds sold for cash, for there was
no dispufo about them. The Government had faithfully complied with
its obUgations to the States as it respects these cash sales, aud had
paid the 5 per cent 011 all lands so sol<l. Neither can it refer to the
reservations, for they were fully provided for by the first section of the
act by uame, and are to be paid for upon the same principles aud allowance as those recognized and provided for in the case of the State of
Alabama. And in addition to these reservations the Government is to
pay on account of all public lauds in said State of Mississippi upon
tbe same principles and al1owa11ce. So that both landR and reservations
are dearly provided for in this first section, while the second section
provides that the United States shall state an account with the other
States upon the same principles, and shall allow and pay to them such
amount as shall be found due ou account of all la,nds and reservations,
estimating the same at $1.25 per acre. So-that other lands than those
sold for ca sh and reservations must be referred to by this act in order
to give its provisions force and effect. Indeed, we think that a proper
construction of the scope and meauit1g of this act of Congress would
include all lands iu these States disposed of by the Government for
any purpose other than to the State itself, or by the consent of tbe
State. That it is broad enough to, and does, include the lands in
questio11, we think is beyond controversy. And to avoid all question
hereafter, as to its including all lands disposed of by the General
Goverument, and confining it to cash sales, and lands located for military warrant ·, your committee recommend that the bill be amended to
tha~ effe~t, and that the several State named be required, through
th 1r l 'g1 latnres, to r linqui ' hall claims to tbe 5 per cent, excepting
ca._ h ale aud tho eon which land warrants have been and shall be
l ·ated .
. I i fur _h r iu.·i •ted by the ·e States that if the General Government
1 not ?hg cl to pa,r the ; per cent on the laud· in dispute by the
t /m:· t th · utr,~ct wi~h thc:e tate · fairly con trned, it would be
' ithm h pow r f h
ov rnm nt to convey all the public lands, in
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any State, for military services, and in_that .way defeat ant benefit they
were to derive under the coutract. It 1s clauned by these States that as
they were to have 5 per cent of the proceeds of the sales of public lands,
tbey were to be disposed of only in such manner as would enable them
to get this sum therefrom, aud that any other disposition of these lands
defeats the consideration that induced them to enter into the stipulations provided for on their part. We think there are strong reasons
for this position, and that the Goverfunent in all justice can not dispose
of the public lands in these States for military services, and then refuse
to pay to them the per cent provided for by the contract. Suppose that
A agrees with B that he will pay him a commission of 5 per cent for selling a section of land at a given price, and after making t11is agreement
he directs B to take a given quantity of merchandise for the same,
which B does, can there be any doubt that B is entitled to tue commission agreed upon for making; the sale because the mode of paying for
the same is changed by A from cash to merchandise "? And, if not, is
not the Government as much bound under its contract with these States
to pay the 5 per cent agreed upon, where the land is given for and in
consideration of military services, as it would Le if the sale had been
for cash "? In other words, the contract presupposes that all the public
lands will be so sold and disposed of that the States will realize the !Jer
cent agreed upou; and that 110 disposition of them, to be made in such
manner as to defeat the same, was contemplated at the time; and that
such is the implication arising from the contract itself.
Snch was clearly the view taken by Congress of this question in the
acts of March 2, 1855, and March 3, 1857. Hence the language used.
"All ]ands and permanent reservations;'' and as if uot to be misunderstood the same are '' to be valned at $ 1.:25 per aere." Not 5 per ceut
of the prom,eds from cash sales, but 5 per ceut on all lands disposed of
in ally other way, estimating the same at $1.2.5 per acre. Any other
view would defeat thit, legislation, both in letter and in spirit, and
would do violence to every rnle of construction kuown to the law. It
could not have been within the contemplation of the parties that
Congress might defeat the payment of the 5 per cent by some other
disposition of tue public lands than a. sale of the same for cash; for if
it had been, this privilege would have been reserved; and it is clearly
evideut no right whatever was reserved to make any dispositio11 of the
same that would relinquish the payment of this 5 per cent. Such
being the contract, what is the duty of Congress iu respect to this
claim made by these Statesl On this subject Chancellor Kent says:
That a law embodying a contract duly passed and promulgated, thenceforward
becomes the law of the land, and that is as binding npon Congress as upon the people, or any other bra.uch of the Government, or as any other contract would be bindi-ng upon the Goverument ex.ecuted under the authority of law.

The obligat,ions imposed upou these States were onerous. The loss
of revenue in not being allowed to exercise the power of taxation, alone
would far exceed in value the amount that will be gained by them if
the 5 per cent is paid on all public lands, including cash sales and those
exchanged for military services. After careful consideration and much
deliberation, your committee have reached the following conclusions:
First. That the several enabling acts admitting the new States into
the Union, as it respect the payment of 5 per cent on the sales of the
public lands, do embody the elements of a leg·al and bindi11g contract
between said States a.nd the National Government, which both parties
are entitled to have carried into effect in the same manner and on the
same principles as contracts are between individuals.
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Second. That the agreement to pay the 5 per cent bas a sufficient
consideration in the concessions made by these States in the acts of
admission into the Union, in the surrender of revenue and otl1erwise,
and that it was not within the contemplation of the parties that Congress mjght defeat the rights of the States to the 5 per cent on sales
by adopting a policy of disposiug of the public lands in some other
form than for money, and as a matter of fact the Government did not
reserve the right to give away tbe public lands for objects and uses
outside of the States, or to withhold the payment of the 5 per cent on
lands granted for military purposes ; a,n d third, that the several gran~s
of lands for military services rendered in tlle three great wars of tb1s
country, namely, the Revolutionary war, the war of 1812, and the Mexican war, were sales in the sense of the law and the meaning of the
compact between the States and the N ationa1 Goverrnnent.
Your committee would, therefore, recommend that the bill under consideration be amended by providing, first, that no certificates provid~d
for by the bill shall be issued to any State until said State by its le_g1slature shall relinquish or release all further claims against the Umted
States for 5 per cent of the net proceeds of the sales of public la1Jds
other than cash sales and locations by military laud warrants; and
second that whatever a.mount may be found due the State of Alabama,
under the provisions of this act, shall, when paid to said State, be
held in trust for the use and benefit of the mdversity of said State and
may be disposed of by the legislature thereof in such ma1rnel' as may be
deemed for the best interests of said university; and that after it has been
so amended it pass. It may be proper to add that the mode of adjustment and settlement provided for by the bill does not make it burde~some, but easy to the Government, as no money is required to be paid
out of the Treasury for that purpose. The bill provides that the Secretary of the Treasury shall be authorized to issue and cteliver to the
governors of the States named, or their agents, United States certificates of indebtedness of the denominations of $100, $.500, and $1,000
each, as the Secretary may direct, each of which is to run twenty years
from its date, to draw interest, payable semiannually, at the rate of
~.65 per cent per annum.
[t is believed that a sum far in excess of what will be necessary to
meet t he payment of these certifica.tes will be realized by the time they
mature from the sales of the public lands belonging to the Government
yet remaining undisposed of. Your committee feel the more strongly
inclined to recommend tl1e passage of this bill from the fact that in
nearly all the States the revenue arising from this source bas been set
apart for educational purposes, in which the nation and the States are
alike iuterested.

EXHIBIT

H.

[ enate Report Jo . L03. Forty-seventh Congress, first session.]

The Committee on Public Lands, to whom was referred bill S. 67,
report as follow :
The Governm n~ of the nitecl tates, in receiving the Western and
out_he~n tate8 mto the Union, stipulated in their several acts of
a~m1 • 10n to J?ay them 5 per cent upon the sales of the public lands
1tuated ~h rem. The _con ideration for tbe 5 per cent so re erved is
ub tant1ally the ame m each of the enabling acts of said States; that
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is to say, Ohio and Indiana stipulate that the public la°:ds therein
shall remain exempt from all tax whatever for the term of five years
from date of sale.
Iowa in tlie compact, stipulates four things:
First: That she will not interfere "With the primary disposal of the soil.
Second. Nor tax for auy purpose the public la11ds.
Third. That the nomesident proprietors shall not be taxed. more
than the resident; and
Fourth. 'l'hat lauds granted for military services in the war of 1812
that may be located therein shall not be taxed for three years from date
of patent.
llliuois-sarue as Ohio, and the third and fourth stipulations of the
Iowa compact.
Alabama and Mississippi-same as Ohio, and embracing the second
and third stipulations of Iowa.
Missouri-same aR Ohio, and including that of Iowa.
Michigan and Arkansas-same as Iowa.
Florida-same as the first and second stipulations of Iowa.
Wisconsin, Minnesota, and Oregon-same as the first three stipulations of Iowa.
Nebraska and Nevada-same as the second and. third stipulations of
Iowa.
Kansas-the same as the first and second of Iowa.
Louisiana-the same as Ohio and Indiaua.
These stipulations were proposed to the people of the several States
by Congress as the condition of Union, for their ''free acceptance or
rejection," and. if accepted were to be obligatory on both parties thereto.
They were duly accepted by the States, which have, also, faithfully
observed. them.
The binding effect of these compacts is specifically recoguhed and set
forth in an opinion rendered by Hon. B. F. Butler, then AttorneyGeueral of the United States, dated March 31, 1836, in passing upon
the legal effect of the act for the admission of . Alabama into the Union,
as follows:
This proposition, having been accepted by the convention, became, and is oblign,tory on the United States ; thnt is to sa._y, the fa,ith of the nation is pledged to execute
it literally, provided the Government of the United States possesses or acqnires the
ability to do so. (3 0. A. G., 56.)

Since the admission of the several States referred to,in many of them
the entire public domain has been disposed of, and within the limits of
the others out a small portion remains unsold. The methods of disposition have been various: For cash; iu settlement of obligations of the
Government to its soldiers, represented by military land warrants; in
aid of railroads aud canals, and other works of internal improvement;
and under the homestead law. The States have as yet made no claim
for compensation on account of the lands disposed of in the last two
named methods; the Government has paid or is in process of paying 5
per cent upon the cash sales, but up to the present time has made no
payment to any of the States upon entries of public lands with military
land warrants, though demand has been made for the same.
The only ground known to your committee upon which this payment
bas been refused is that such disposition of the public domain was not
"sales of the public lands" within the meaning of the enabling acts.
The right of these States to the 5 per cent iipon military locations
depends, in the opinion of your committee, largely upon the fact
whether, as between the Government and the soldier, the lands dis-
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posed of formed a part of the consideration of his hire. Upon this point
,your committee have bad little difficulty in arriving at the co11clusion
that such disposition did, in fact, enter jnto and become a part of the
consideration for the enlistment and services of the sol<liers to whom land
warrants were issued. The acts of Congress for the benefit of the
recruiting service of the United States at the openiug of the Revolutionary war are dated in August a11d September, 177(;.
The commonwealth of Virginia about the same time (October, 1776),
for the purpose of raising her quota of men and meeting the exigencies
of tbe coming war, also offered lands to her soldiers as part compensation for their military services. These lands thus offered by the
legislature of Virginia were afterwards patented by Congress to her
soldiers agreeably to the terms of cession made by Virginia to the
Federal Government of the Northwestern Territory March 1, 1784.
'rhe several military grants for the war of 1812 are dated December
24:, 1811, January 11, 181.2, February 6, 1812, December 12, 1812, January 24, 1814, January 27, 1814, February 10, 1814, April 18, 1814, and
December 14, 1814.
_T hose of the Mexican war are dated February 11, 1847, March 3, 184:7,
September 28, 1858.
It i~ clear from the language of these grants that tbey were designed
to effect a future object, and in no sense did they relate to a past subject. The time when and the circumstances under which they were
passed indicate but too manifestly the aim in view, namely: To facilitate and encourage enlistments, that tlie requisite numerical force of
the Army might be enlarged as rapidly as possible, in order to meet the
pressing necessities of each of the impending wars.
At the time the resolution of September 16, 1776, was adopted, Congress owned no land, but expected by conquest to become entitled to
all the land which Englaud had acquired by discovery.
Anticipating, therefore, the acquisition of large landed possessions,
and expecting to have more land than money, Congress, in order to fill
up the rank and :file of the Army, a1Jd to raise and complete a regularly
organized military establishment, offered in advance, besides specified
monthly wages in money, an additional consideration in land, not for
past, but for services thereafter to be rendered. The colonial government of Virginia did the same thing, and her engagement to pay in
land was afterward assumed and ful:fi.lled by Congress, by setting apart
for that purpose a section of country lying between the Little Miami
and Scioto rivers in Ohio.
The military grants for the war of 1812 and the Mexican war are of the
same character, enacted at or near the commencement of. each, wholly
prospective in their operation, and are tlleir own best P:xpositors; their
meaning and purpose can not be misinterpreted. In effect, they said to
t~e party whose military prowess the Government so much needed at the
time, "Enlist and serve your country a given period, and you shall have
as a reward therefor a quarter section ofland in addition to your monthly
pay." The land thus offered in advance of, and as an inducement to,
t~e enga.gement formed as much a part of the contract of enlistment as
d1d_the money compensation. One can not with any show of reason be
designated a gratuity any more than the other• both alike constituted
the consideration for which the services were to 'be rendered. It follows,
therefore, ~hat these grants of land for military service in the three great
wars of this country are essentially in the nature of contracts· and as
such become the foundation of the claim which the western add southern tates now make for the 5 per cent thereon, according to the term
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of the compact containerl in their several euabliug acts; for if they have
the elements of a contract, it follows that the lands located thereunder
are sales in legal conternplatian, aud . n_ot bou11t_ies_ in any ju~! sense of
that term. It involvPs no other or different prmCJple than 1f one man
should say to au other, "Work for Ifle twelve mo!1tbs and I will pay_you
at the rate of $15 per month and eigbty acres of land for such service."
Could be, in law, discharge his obligation by making the money parment and withholding the land, upon the pretext of a bounty to be paid
or not at bis own pleasure,
That this is the proper construction of the military land-warrant
acts of :i847 is abundantly shown by the debate thereon at the time of
their passage. When the act of February 11, 1847, came to the Senate
from the House, where it originated, an amendment was proposed giving in addition to the monthly pay alld allowances and the money
bou'nty, a grant of land to the soldiers whose e11listment was then
sought. The subject was debated at considerable Je11gth, and the
result was the statute referred to. In tlrn course of the debate Mr.
Cameron, the mover of the origiual amendment, said: "He was desirous
that those of our fellow-citizens wl10 intendt>tl to join tibe Army might
know what they bad to expect. The soldier wllo fought the battles of
his country was deserving of reward, and as this Government possessed
abundance of lands he thought no better disposition could be made of
a portion of them than in rewarding the bravery and patriotism of the
soldiers." Congressional Globe, second session Twenty-ninth Congress,
page 171.
·
Mr. Allen, of Ohio, while objecting to the proposition as not sufficiently guarded and specific, expressed his assent to the principles
involved. He said he "was one of those who believed that, as between
the Government and the citizen great liberality should be observed,
more especially as regarded the uncultivated soil of this country. He
knew of no better us6 that could be made of the public domain than to
reward the brave and patriotic men who had volunteered to serve in
this war." Ibid, page 172.
Mr. Clayton said: "While graduation bills and preemption bills, and
other projects for giving away and breaking up the public domain were
in vogue, while the land was going, he preferred to see it given to the
citizen soldiers and the regular soldiers of the United States Army; he
preferred giving the lands to the soldiers as an inducement to fight the
battles of the country rather than give them to the paupers of Europe."
Ibid., page 173.
Mr. Corwin said: "It was a proposition to grant to every soldier who
actually served, and to the heirs of every soldier who died in service, an
amount equal to $200 which should pass current iu any land office for
the purchase of land. Instead of paying them in advance, it was paying
bim at the end of his service tbis amount. *' * * A soldier's service
was the hardest that any patriot could be called upon to perform, and
he thought that they were entitled to receive at the hands of the Government this much at least. Ibicl.
Mr. Badger said: '' If we are to call upon American citizens to enlist
in the Army for the prosecution of this indefinite war, to enlist not
merely for a certain period, but during the existence of the war * * *
was it not important that they should throw out strong indu~ements to
the J_>eopl~ to peri~ their happiness, their persons, and their lives~ He
saw m this very circumstance strong reasons why this bill should not
be passed witho:nt a direct 'pledge' of future bounty on the part of the
Government to mduce men, whether as volunteers or regular soldiers, to
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make these sacrifices. He desired that every man should see on the
face of the law under which the Government required the sacrifice from
him the bounty at which the country estimates his service." Ibid.,
page 178.
Mr. Butler said: '' The great object of giving bounty lands to soldiers
was to encourage enlistments." Ibid, page 207.
Mr. Webster said: "The object was to obtain the service of ti.le private soldier in the ra11 ks of the Army and in the volunteer corps.
* * * The precise point they aimed at was to fill the ranks of the
regiments-for the efficient defense of the country-the present urgent
defense of the country. They asked, therefore, for something which
would be an inducement to soldiers to enHst." Ibid.
Iu addition to this we submit that the validitv of the claims set up
and insisted upon by these States in the bill under consideration bas
received legislative recognition in at least two acts of the Congress ?f
the United States, one in respect to the State of Alabama, the other m
respect to the State of Mississippi, both of which acts we propose
briefly to consider.
On March 2, 1855, Congress passed an act entitled "An act to settle
certain accounts between the United States and the State of Ala,bama."
This act provides:
That the Commission er of the General Land Office be, and he is hereby, required to
state au account between the Unite<l. States and tbe State of Alabama, for the purpose
of ascerta,ining_what sum or Kurns of money are due to said State, heretofore n!1settled
under the act of March 2, 1819, for the admission of Alabama mto the Umon, and
that he be required to include in said account the several reservations unde! t_he
various treaties with the Chickasaw, Choctaw, an.cl Creek Indians within the limits
of Ala,bama, and allow and pay to said State 5 per cent thereon, as in case of other
sales.

Subsequently to this Congress passed an act entitled "An act to
settle certain aceouuts betweell the United States and State of Mississippi and other States," which was approved March 3, 1857, and is as
follows:
Be it enacted by the Senate and Hon.se of Bepresentatit:es of tlie Unitecl States in Congress
assembled, That the Commissioner of the General Land Office be, and he is herelJy,

required to state an account between the United States and the State of Mississippi,
for the purpose of ascertainiug what sum or sums of mouey are dne to said State,
heretofore unsettled, on acconn t of the public lands in said State, ancl upon the same
principles and nllowanee as prescribed in the "Act to sett.le certain acconnts between
th e United Stn,tes and the State of Alabama/' appro ved tbe 2d of March, 1855; and
that he be required to include in sai<l acco1mt the several r eservations under the
various treaties with the Chickasaw and Choctaw Indians within the limits of Mississippi, and allow and pny to the saicl State 5 per ,:ent t,hereon, as in case of other
sales, estima,ting the lan,ls at the value of $1.25 per acre.
SEC. 2. ..d nd be it further e11aoted, That the said Uommissioner shall also state an
account between the United States a,nd cnch of the other Sta,tes upon the same principles; ,md shall ?Jllow and pay to ea(\h State such amount as shall thus be found
due, estimating all lands and pennauent reservatious at $1.25 per acre.

The settlements authorized and required by these acts between the
Government and the States of Alabama and Mississippi, and the payment of the 5 per cent for these reservations, estimating the land at
1.25 per acre, are a clear recognition of the principles contended for by
the tate uamed iu the bill under consideration. The fee to the laud in
the ·e res rva~i?n wa 0 Tantecl to the Indians, either out of good will and
to en~ourage fr1 nd1y relations, or in part consideration of their possessory right to hug tract of thi country surrendered to the Government.
It wa no ·a:h ,•ale of the lands to the lncliaus. So the military land
warran~ w_,r r~nt d t? he ,•o]dier either as a grateful acknowledgm nt of then· · rv1c ,• or m part pavment of the same· and whether one
.,
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or the other, the two cases are the same in princip~e;. an~ the5 per cent
should be paid in both cases or should not be paid m either. But we
wish to call especial attention to the provisions of the act with reference
to Mississippi, as we think all ambiguity in respect to the question
under consideration, if there be any, is removed by the language there
used; for if Congress meant anything it would seem the Commissioner,
by the act, is required to ,do three things:
First. He is to state an account between the United States and Mississippi and the other States, for the purpose of ascertaining what sum
or sums of money are due to these States, heretofore unsettled, on
account of public lands in said States. Second. He is to include two
things in said account , which are all lands and permanent reservations, estimating t he same at $1.25 per acre; and, third, he is to pay
5 per cent thereon as in cases of other sales. If Congress did not
intend to include all lands upon which military land warrants had been
located as well as permanent reservations, we are unable to see what
was intended by t he language employed in this act. We think it must
be a,lmitted that this account was to include all public lands on which
the 5 per cent was still unsettled, as well as reservations. And by the
express terms of t he act this necessarily includes the military locations,
as these were a part of the public lands on which the 5 per cent bad
not been paid. If these lands were not intended to be included, what
lands does the act refer to~ It can not be the lands sold for cash, for
there was no dispute about t hem. The Government had faithfully
complied with its obligations t o t he States as it respects these cash
sales, and bad paid the 5 per cent on all the lands so sold. Neither can
it refer to the reservations, for they were fully provided for by the first
section of the act by name, and are to be paid for upon the same
principles and allowance as those recognized and provided for in
the case of the State of A labama. And in addition to these reservations the Government is to pay on account of all public lands in said
State of Mississippi upon the same principles and allowance. So that
both lands and reservations are clearly provided for in this first section,
while the second section provides that the United States shall state an
account with the other Stat es upon the same principles, and shall allow
and pay to them such amount as shall be found due on account of all
lands and reservatfons, estimating the same at $1.25 per acre. And
reservations must be referred to by this act in order to give its provisions force and effect .
And is not the Government as much bound under its contract with
these States to pay the 5 per cent agreed upon, where the land is
given for and in consideration of military services, as it would be if the
·sale had been for cash~ I n other words, the contract presupposes that
all the public lands will be so sold and disposed of that the States will
realize the per cent agreed upon; and that no disposition of them, to
be m~de in such manner as to defeat the same, was contemplated at
the time; and that such is the implication arising from the contract
itself. Such was clearly the view taken by Congress of this question in
the acts of March 2, 1855, and March 3, 1857. Hence the language
used, "All lands and permanent reservations;" and as if not to be misunderstood the same are" to be valued at $1.25 per acre." Not 5 per
cent of the proceeds from cash sales, but 5 per cent on all ·lands disposed of in any other way, estimating the same at $1.25 per acre. Any
other view would defeat this legislation both in letter and in spirit, and
would do violence to every rule of construction known to the law. It
could not have been within the contemplation of the parties that Con..
S. Rell• 2-38
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gress might defeat the payment of the 5 per cent by some other disposition of the public lands than a sale of the same for cash; for if it had
been, this privilege would have been reserved; and it is clearly evident
no right whatever was reserved to make any disposition of the same
that would relinquish the payment of this 5 per cent.
The land warrants issued in pursuance of the several acts nam~d
were certainly in the nature of evidences of indebtedness. The public
lands were made available for meeting the demands of the General
Government in the payment of its soldiery just as effectually by the
warrant system as if the lands were first converted into mol!ey and th~
money used in liquidating these demands. Instead of patentmg a _specified tract of land to the soldier entitled thereto, the Government issued
to him its written obligation, payable in the agreed quantity ofland, t?
be selected from the whole body of the public domain. And these obligations, or "warrants" as they are called, were by law made assignable,
and were subjected to sale and transfer. In this way they becamfl a
species of Government scrip, or currency, and persons desirous of purchasing could go into the market and buy the same, and with it secure
title to tracts of the public lands whenever the some were subject to
sale and entry.
Can it be considered less a case of sale that the purchaser, instead of
paying for his land in greenbacks, does so with the Governmen~'s own
paper obligations, The chief difference ·in the two descript10n~. of
paper is that the first is available for purchasing all commodities
indiscriminately, whilst the latter is limited to the purchase of land
only. Suppose the United States had h,sued pecuniary obligations,
i. e., bonds payable to bearer at a future day, or payable like greenbacks, whenever the Government should :find itself able, but with t~e
proviso that they should be receivable at par in payment for pul>hc
lands-how would the case of lands paid for with such bonds differ from
the present case, The bonds might have been issued like land-warrants,
for military service, or for any other consideration, or for no consideration. They might have been regarded by Congress strictly as a gratuity
to parties thought to have for any reason deserved well of their country.
This would not affect the question whether lands entered and paid for
with such bonds ought to be considered as sold. In either case the Goyernment would have received for thus disposing of its lands its own vahd
outstanding obligations, for the fulfillment ofwhichitsfaith was plighted,
and the surrender of which by the holder would constitute an ample
consideration, legal and equitable, for the conveyance. These considerations apply to the fullest extent to the case of entries of land by means
of land warrants.
To your committee it seems that the true solution of the question
whether or not land entered by the location of warrants should be considered as sold by the Government is to be found in the nature of the
~ransaction at the time of the warrant location, and not in that of its
issue.
o land is sold or disposed of in any way by the mere issue of a warrant. That conveys no title whatever to the holder of the warrant for
any_ pecifi.c la1;1d. The warrant is a mere executory promise or contract,
callu_ig for a we1;1 quantit.y of land, to be selected from the body of the
public land . It 1 not until t~e specific tract is ascertained, segregated,
and t~ warrant ,' UI'~ ndered m exchange for a certificate of location for
parti ul8:rly de en bed tract or parcel of .land, which is to ripen into a
full l gal 1tl ~pon the i ' uan e of a patent, that any la,n d can be said
to h v
en ch P , d ofby th
ovemment· but when the warrant is
lo at d tbi '
all illt ·nt.· a111l 1nu·po , i , a' ' ale.
.
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The term" bount y," as applied to this ki;1'.1-d o~ compensa~io~ for military services, seems to be ina~t. It certa11:1-ly 1s not used m its popular sense as importing a gratuity,. bec~use m the several acts of _001:1-gress granting lands to the soldiers m the three great wars of this
country the" warrants" were not issued in consid~ration of past servi~es,
but must be fairly understood as a part of the stipulated compensation
provided for by t he law under which the enlistment was made for serv·
ices thereafter to be performed.
This is made most manifest by the debate above quoted. The object
is there stated explicitly ~18 being to "encourage enlistments."
In the late war of the rebellion, in order to stimulate enlistments, a
pecuniary "bounty "- that is, a gross su°:1 in addition to the periodical pay-was offered by t he Government mstead of land warrants to
all who should enlist in the service, and in many instances further
"bounties" of the same kind were offered and paid by counties and
cities in order to induce enlistments to fill up their respective quotas of
men. Such offers, when accepted and acted upon, have, in repeated
instances, been declared by the courts to be valid contracts and have
been enforced accordingly.
It will not be contended, as the committee believe, that the agreement to pay the 5 per cent on the sales of the public lands does not
find a sufficient consideration in the stipulations of the several States
not to interfere with the primary disposal of the soil; ·not to tax
Government land; in some States .not to tax lands which the Government might sell for five years ; in other States not to tax for three
years a class oflands in the hands of certain patentees; not to tax nonresident proprietors more t han residents, etc.
The rights surrendered by the States were of great material consequence to them. The right of taxation inheres in the sovereign power
of a State, and is extended over all subjects and descriptions of property within its jurisdiction. In the relinquishment of the right of taxation the States have lost a very large revenue, far in excess of the 5 per
cent upon all the public lands, whether the same be computed cash
sales or upon lands disposed of in payment for military services, or both.
By disposing of the p1:].blic lands in the manner named, the United
States discharged an obligation which was of binding force upon all the
States as component parts of the common confederacy. Aside from the
legal liability of the Government to pay the percentage claimed to the
States within whose limits the lands were purchased with military warrants, it may be suggested that it would be palpably inequitable that a
few States should be called upon to contribute so largely in the discharge of the nation's indebtedness. But when it is considered that
the General Government and the eighteen St~tes claiming relief under
the bill submitted for the consideration of your committee entered into
a solemn compact, p artaking of the mutuality of a legal contract; that
the States, in order to secure the 5 per cent on the disposal of the public
lands, agreed to surrender rights indisputable and of great value to
them if retained, and that in good · faith this agreement has, in every
respect, been faithfully k ept on the part of the States, there seems to be
no goo~ and sufficient reason, in the judgment of the committee, why
the Umted States should be relieved of its obligation to pay the claims
which the States have presented for adjustment.
The payment by the General Government to the several States of 5
per cent upon the cash sales made during a period of over seventy
years would seem to be conclusive against the Government upon the
question of consideration.
S. Rep. 1043--4
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The bill under consideration proposes to capitalize the lands taken
up by the location of military land warrants, at $1.25 per acre. This
has been the minimum price of the Government lands ever since there
was a public domain. The price fixed can. not, therefore, be considered
unfair to the Government. It will also be noted that in the debate
quoted upon the act of 1847, Mr. Corwin stated the value of the 160
acres proposed to be offered as a consideration for enlistments at $200;
the market value of the warrants issued under the act also tends to fix
the value of the Ian d.
Your committee has also been pressed to consider the obligations of
the Government to the several States on account of lands granted for
the purpose of aiding in the construction of railroads and other works
of internal improvement, and also for lands disposed of under the homestead law.
The grants for railroads and other internal improvements were in
nearly . or every instance made to the States direct for the use of the
enterprise to be aided. Iu accepting these grants the States fairly
waived the right to the 5 per cent compensation upon such lands, and
the grants were, besides, generally of great special benefit to the States
to which the grants were made. Besides, no consideration except
the one affecting the growth and general prosperity of the country
' passed to the General Government.
The lands dispm,ed of under the homestead law stand upon a different footing. Their disposition in that particular manner was undertaken without the consent of the States, and while nominally a gift to
the settlers, the fees exacted are such as result in a considerable profit
to the Government over and above the.costs of selling and patenting.
As, however, the passage of the homestead law worked a radical and
, beneficent change in the public land system of the Government, and one
, much more beneficial to the States whose limits then embraced public
lands than the one theretofore prevailing, the obligation against the
Government on account of lands thus disposed of is not very strong, if
at all existing.
The committee therefore propose to so amend the bill as to exclude
from consideration hereafter the question of compensation for these two
classes of lands, and make the acceptance of the compensation provided
for by this act a waiver of all claim on account of the disposition of
lands for internal improvements and under the homestead law.
And with these amendments the committee recommend the passage
of the bill.

EXHIBIT

I.

Senate Report No. 775, Fifty-second Congress, first session.

The Committee on Public Lands, having bad under consideration
S. 615, S. 439, S. 1680, and S. 1945, bills granting to each of the several
State , North Dakota, South Dakota, Wyoming, and Montana, in the
order of tbe numbers above gjven, 5 per cent of the net proceeds of the
ale ofpubl~c ]ands therein; al o S. 576 and S. 2394, bills explanatory
of an act u 1tled " n act to ettle certain accounts between the United
::,tat and the tate of Mi i sippi and other States," report the same
b k to tlrn '. n_at r_ commending their indefinite postponement, and
p~e nt 11 ngmal b~ll fo_r a g neral law embracing the subject-matter
of each nd 11 f aid bill , and recommend its passage. The title of
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said bill is as follows: "A bill explanatory of an act entitled' An act
to settle certain accounts between the United States and the State of
Mississippi and other States,' and for other purposes," aud will be numbered S. 3086.
It appears that Congress has, at different dates, beginning in 1~0~ in
the case of Ohio, granted and allowed to the several States contammg
public lands, with the exception of California, 5 per cent upon the net
proceeds of the sales of public lands therein.
The act of March 2, 1855 (10 Stat., 630), required the Commissioner
of the General Land Office. to include in a statement of the 5 per cent
due to the State of Alabama "the several reservations under the various
treaties with the Chickasaw, Choctaw, and Creek Indians within the
limits of Alabama, and allow and pay to the sai.d State 5 per cent
thereon, as in case of other sales."
The act of March 3, 1857 (11 Stat., 200), in its first section required
the Commissioner of the General Land Office to state an account
between the United States and Mississippi upon the same principles of
allowance and settlement as provided iu the Alabama act of March 3,
1855, and to include in said accountthe several reservations under the various treaties with the Chickasaw and Choctaw
Indians within the limits of Mississippi, and allow and pay to the said States :five
per centum thereon, as in case of other sales, estimating the land~ at the value of
one dollar arnl twenty-five cents per acre, and in its second section extended the
same principle of settlement to the other States, and provided for estimating all
lands and permanent reservations at one dollar and twenty-five cents per acre.

The provisions of the said acts of 1855 and 1857 were carried into
effect as regards all the States then in the Union to which the 5 per
cent grant had been made and wherein Indian ·reservations existed.
With regard to the States since admitted into the Union, it has been
held by the.executive officers that the provisions of'"said acts are not
applicable.. The equality of the States is a fundamental principle of
the Government, aud it may be found running through all the legislation on the subject of the public lands and grants to the States in connection therewith, as an established principle, that the States shall be
treated alike, none being discriminated against. It is accordingly the
object of said Senate bill (No. 3086) to declare the said act of March 3,
1857, applicable to the States admitted into the Union since March 3,
1857, namely,Minnesota, Oregon, Kansas, Nebraska, Nevada, Colorado,
South Dakota, North Dakota, Washington, Montana, Idaho, and Wyoming, the same as is applieli to States previously admitted, and to
provide that said actShall be construed as embracing all lands in present Indian reservations in each of
said States, and all lands of former Indian reservations within the United States to
which the Indian title has been extinguished since the•admission of l:'iaid States, and
which have been or shall be disposed of Ly the United States, for which it has or
shall receive cash for the benefit of the Indians upon such reservations; and the Commissioner of the General Land Office shall state an account between the United States
and each of the said States, estimating all such lands and reservations at $1.2~ per
acre, and shall certify the same to the Secretary of the Treasury for settlement, to
be paid. out of any money in the Treasury not otherwise appropriated.

The ownership of the lands constituting the.public domain, embraced
in cessions from Great Britain, France, Spain, and Mexico, and from
certain individual States of the Union, were originally regarded as
property to be disposed of for the common benefit of the States, and
when the States within the limits of which the lands were situated were
admitted into the Union there, were stipulations made in the acts of
admission which were obligatory as contracts on the part of the several
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States and the United States among which the grant of the 5 per cent
was included.
This grant was for 5 per cent of the net proceeds of the sales of the
public lands. At the foundation of this grant was the then established
understanding that the lands were to be disposed of for the benefit of
the common treasury, and the stipulation for 5 per cent of the proceeds
as originally understood amounted to a grant of that percentage of the
net proceeds of the sales of all the public lands at such.price as they
would bring when so disposed of. This understanding was adhered to,
substantially, with regard to the great bulk of th elands during the earlier
portion of the history of the country, and the older States had the benefit thereof; but it has since been departed from, and jn view of the repeal
of the general laws for the sale of the public lands it is apparent that
the States in which the lands lie will hereafter realize but little, if any,
benefit from the 5 per cent grant for which the United States stipulated when they entered the Union, and in consideration of which the
States renounced all right to tax the public domain and bound themselves not to interfere with the primary disposal of the soil by the
Federal Government.
But little land now remains subject to sale beyond what is embr3:ced
in the Indian reservations, the remainder of the public lands bemg,
under the now esta.blished policy, set aside for homes for the people,
without price, and with no payment but nominal fees. From the foregoing considerations it appears only equitable and just that the newer
States admitted into the U niou since the 3d of March, 1857, should
receive the benefit of the same principles that were applied in fayor of
the older States, previously admitted, under the act of that date, m the
adjustment of their claims under the 5 per cent grant, so far as lands
embraced in Indian reservatious shall be sold and the proceeds realized and applied for the purposes of the Federal Government, whet~er
in furtherance of its Indian policy or for any other purpose to which
they may be applied.
In the laws heretofore enacted on the subject there is none that prescribes a rule for determining precisely what expenses are to be
deducted from the gross receipts in ascertainiug the net proceeds fr_om
the sales of the public lands, but this has been left to the varymg
opinions of the executive officers. But if the method heretofore
obtaining of deducting all the expenses of making surveys, sustaining
district land offices, the General Laud Office, and the Interior Department, rendered necessary for carrying out the land laws generally, from
the gross proceeds of the sales should be continued, in determining the
net proceeds under this act, the aggregate thereof might absorb the
total proceeds of such sales, or at least leave very little from which the
State could realize its 5 per cent. It is due, therefore, to the States
to be affected by this legislation that the Senate consider whether th<"y
should be compelled to bear more than their share of the expenses, to
be ·proportioned to the total expenses as is the number of acres sold,
from which the gross proceeds arise, to the total number of acres dispo ed of Jn all the prescribed methods during the period for which the
a C?unt_ 1 made up, and for which the total expenses are incurred,
takrn_g mto. the .~ccount the fact of the greater expenses incurred per
acre m makmg d1 po al under the settlement laws, in comparison with
th amount ~ money produced, than in cash sales.
·
. Your c?mm1tte therefore recommend the pa sage of the bill, reserving be right to pr 'ent hereafter an ameudment thereto prescribing a
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more definite and favorable rule. for determining the net proceeds from
said sales.
.
This bill has been formulated so as to conform to the views of the
Commissioner of the General Land Office as expressed in his reports
on Senate bills Nos. 615 and 2394, dated February 7, 1892, and March
18, 1892, and of the Secretary of the Interior i~ his reports on the sa~e
bills of March 4, 1892, and April 8, 1892, which are attached to this
report.
DEPARTMENT OF 'l'HE INTERIOR,

Washington, :March 4, 1892.
Sm: I am in receipt by reference from you of Senate bill No. 615, entitled" A bill
granting to the State of North Dakota 5 per cent of the net proceeds of the sales of
public lands in that _State."
. .
I herewith transmit the report of the Commissioner of the General Land Office
on said bill to which your attention is respectfully called.
The clai~ of the State of North Dakota for a per centum on lands embraced in
Indian reservations is based upon the same principle as that recognized in the act
of March 3, 1857, and upon which an adjustment was made with the public-land
States at that date.
Owing to the fact that so large a quantity of the available public land in North
Dakota, ontside the Indian reservation, was disposed of by the Government prior to
the admission of the State into the Union, and owing to the further important fact
that by the repeal of the preemption law the chief source of income from cash sales
is destroyed, it is probable that the amount actually received by the State as a per
centum of the cash sales will be a very limited sum.
Therefore, in reply to your request for an expression of opinion on the bill, I would
say that in my opinion there is no objection to the passage of the bill. I would,
however, recommend that the bill be amended as follows: Strike out the provision
for including in the account to be stated the allowance for land located by military
bounty land warrants or Indian half-breed scrip, or granted to any Indian; also
provide that in case any of the lands included in the Indian reservations for which
a per centum is allowed shall hereafter be sold by the United States no per centum
shall be allowed for the same.
.
The reasons for the proposed amendments are:
First, in location by bounty land warrants and scrip, no purchase money is paid
into the Treasury, and I do not think it has been the theory of past legislation that
a per centum on the value of the land disposed of otherwise than for cash should be
paid the State except in cases of lands embraced in Indian reservations.
Second, it is possible that the lands embraced in the reservations may hereafter be
sold for cash by the Government, and if a per centum of the value of the land is
now granted to the State no further allowance should be made, except by an express
act of Congress.
.
Very respectfully,
JOHN W. NOBLE, Secretary.
Hon. J. N. DOLPH,
Chairnian Committee on Public Lands, Uni-fed States Senate.

DEPARTMENT OF THE INTERIOR,

Washington, April 8, 1892.
_Srn : I am in rec~ipt, _by ref~rence from you, of Senate bill No. 2394, entitled "A
bill explanatory of an act entitled 'An act to settle certain accounts between the
United S~ates and the State of9Mfasissippi and other States,' and for other purposes," w1_th a reque~t for an expression of the views of this Department on the same.
~ he!ew1th transmit the report of t,he Commissioner of the General Land Office on
said lnll.
In my report dated March 4, 1892, on Senate bill No. 615 which contained the
sall?e gen_eral princi~~es involved in this bi_ll, I called_ attention to the advisability
of msertmg a proviso to the effect that, 1f the Ind1an reservations were subsequently sold for cash, 5 per cent of the cash sales should not go the State.
The number of bills submitted contai~ing _provisions for the payment to States of
5 per ~ent of cash _sales _of public lands ;1-s evidence of a desire to arrive at some plan
of adJustment which will place the various States on an equal footing in respect to
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this donation. Without discussing the question involved, which is one so entirely
within the province of Congress to determine, I would simply call attention to the
facts connected with the disposal of so much of the available lands situated in North
Dakota, South Dakota, Washington, Montana, Wyoming, and Idaho, prior to their
admission into the Union, and to the further fact of the repeal of the preemption
law, the chief source of income from the sale of public lands.
Very respectfully,
JOHN W. NOBLE, Secretary.
Hon. J. N. DOLPH,
Chairman Gomrnittee on Public Lands, United S tates Senate

DEPARTMENT OF THE INTERIOR, GENERAL LAND OFFICE,

Washington, D. G., February 7, 1892.
SIR: I have received by reference from the honorable George Chandler, First Assistant Secretary, of the 11th ultimo, Senate bill No. 615, entitled '' A bill granting to the
State of North Dakota 5 per cent of the net proceeds of the sales of public lands in
that State," submitted by Hon. J. N. Dolph, chairman of the Senate Committee on
Public Lands, and referred to rue as above for report in duplicate.
This bill provides as follows:
"That there be, anrl is hereby, granted to the State of North Dakota :five per cen~um
of the net proceeds of the sales of public lands which have been made by the United
States, or may hereafter be maci.e, in said State. This act shall also em brace _and
apply to all lands in former and in present Indian and half-breed Indian reservations
iu said State; and the Commissioner of the General Land Office shall state an
account between the United States and said State for the five per centum of the net
proceeds of the cash sales of the pubhc lands made therein, respectively, and in so
doing he shall estimate all lands in all former and present Indian and half-breed
Indian reservations in said State, and all lands sold for or located with bounty laud
warrants or Indian half-breed scrip, or granted to any Indian and exempt from taxation therein, if within the land grant or indemnity limits of any railroad at two
dollars and :fifty cents per acre, and otherwise at one dollar and twenty-five cents
per acre, and he shall certify to the proper accounting officers of the Treasury for
settlement the amounts so ascertained, and the Secretary of the Treasury shall, out
of any money m the Treasury not otherwise appropriated, pay to said State the
amount so found due; the same to be expended for or dedicated to such uses and
purposes as the legislature thereof may hereafter designate."
The States of North and South Dakota were admitted into the Union November 2,
1889, under act of Congress approved February 22, 1889. (25 Stats., 680.) ~ection
13 of said act provides" That 5 per cent of the proceeds of the sales of public lands lying within said
States shall be sold by the UnHed States subsequent to the admission of said
States into the Union, after deducting all expenses incident to the same, shall be
paid to said States."
Under this section accounts have been stated in favor of the States of North and
South Dakota, but not including any percentage on the sales of Indian lands, or
upon an estimated value of lands embraced in warrant or half- breed Indian scrip
locations, or allotments or grants to Indians, or of any other lands than those for
which the United States received payment under the various laws for the disposal
thereof~ by preemption, desert, or timber entry, or homestead commutation.
The act of March 2, 1855, required the Commissioner of the General Land Office
to mclude in a statement of the 5 per cent due to the State of Alabama "the
several reservations under the various treaties with the Chiukasaw, Choctaw, and
Creek Indians within the limits of Alabama, and allow and pay to the said State 5
per cent thereon, as in case of other sales." (10 St,ats., p. 630. )
The act of March 3, 1857, required tbe Commissioner of the General Land Office to
state an account in favor of Missi ·sippi "upon the same pri11ciples of allowance and
settlement _as p~ovided iu the Alabama act of March 2, 1855, and that he be required
to rnclndc m said aacount the everal reservations under the va ious treaties with
the Cilickasa~ and Choctaw Indians within the limits of Mississ ppi, and allow and
p ay to be said , tate 5 per cent thereon, as in case of other sales estimating the
lan<l at the value of $1.25 per a cre. " , ecliion 2 of said l ast-named a~t extended the
am 1mnC"1pl of settlement to the other tates and provided for" estimatinoall
0
Janel ancl 1 rm anent r s rvations at $1.25 per acr ." ( 11 Stats., p. 200.)
~n _th~ cl c~ ion of the honorable ecretary of the Interior (Jacob Thompson) <lated
M.u ch~ , 1 · _, it was lield "that the lands within Mississippi taken by locatio11s in
a '; ta.c t10n ~,t 'ho _taw crip und r the act of Congress of 23J August, 1842, and 3d
Au u t, 1 16, l1l adJu tiugthe 5 per cent account of the State, are to be regardeJ. as
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constituting a portion of 'the several reservations under th~ yari<?us treaties with
the Choctaw and Chickasaw Indians."' In the same dec1s10n it was als~ held
that "other States of the Union are all entitled to the same equal and liberal
construction m carrying the act of 1857 into effect."
Under the •acts and ruling quoted adjustmente were made of 5 per cent on the
value of Indian lands and Indian scrip locations in favor of the i.everal States as follows:

t*IltHDHHHHHHIHtHH\Ht?C~;;H
Iowa ......... __ ... _............ .................................. _.. .
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No accounts were stated in favor of Louisiana, Missouri, Arkansas, Florida, or
California under the act of March 3, 1857, probably because t,here were no Indian
-reservations at that time within the limits of those States, excepting the latter-named
State, which was not included in the 5 per cent grant.
The total area oflands embraced within Indian reservations in North Dakota at
the date of admission into the Union was 5,861,120 acres. The estimated value of
such reservations, at $1.25 per acre, is $7,326,400, which, under this bill, would give
the State $366,320. This amount would be further increased by the double-minimum
valuation proposed for lands lying "within the land g-rant or indemnity limits of
any railroad."
The areas covered by warrant and scrip locations, Indian allotments and g-rants,
and lands sold for Indians have not been computed.
That portion of the present bill having reference to giving 5 per cent on the computed value of the Indian reservations is so general in the language employed that
it might possibly be open to question whether it be the intention that it should apply
to permanent final reservations in the form of allotments to Indians in severalty,
according to the present policy of the Government alone, or in addition to the large
tribal reservations formerly or at present existing, and if the latter, which have been
or are likely before a great while to be relinquished by the tribes and allotted to
individual Indians in severalty or otherwise, to be disposed of by the United States,
whether or not, after such 5 per cent is paid on the computed value of the reservation lands, an additional 5 per cent on the net proceeds of the disposals of the lands,
when so disposed of, 1s intended to be donated to the State.
In regard to the proposed grant of 5 per cent on the estimated value of lands
embraced in locations of bounty land warrants and Indrnn half-breed scrip, I would
refer to the decision of the Supreme Court in the 5 per cent cases (110 U. S., 471), in
which the States of Iowa and Illinois prayed for a writ of mandamus against the
Commissioner of the General Land Office to require him to state an account under
the 5 per cent grant to said States, to include 5 per cent of the value computed at
$1.25 per acre of lands taken up in said States under United States military bounty
land warrants, whereby the court held that the grant made to these States did not
include the amount so claimed. It would appear, therefore, that the grant proposed
in this bill, so far as regards lands embraced in such locations, goes beyond what
was granted to other States as included in the 5 per cent grant according to the
judgment of the executive officers, sustained by that of the Supreme Court.
I would add that I find in the records of this office no obstacle to the contemplated
legislation, should Congress see proper to make the proposed addition to its donations to the State.
The said bill is herewith returned.
Very respectfully,
THOS. H. CARTER,
Commissioner.
The SECRETARY OF THE INTERIOR.

DEPARTMENT OF THE INTERIOR, GENERAL LAND OFFICE
Washington, D. C., Ma1·ch 18, 1892.
Sm: Ihavereceived by reference from the honorable George Chandler, FirstAssistant Secretary, of the 7th mstant, Senate bill No. 2394, entitled" A bill explanatory of
an act entitled 'An act to settle .certain accounts between the United States and the
State of Missis_sipp1 and other States,' and_ for other pu~poses," submitted by Hon. J.
N. Dolph, chairman of the Senate Committee on Public Lands and referred to me
as above for report in duplicate.
'
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This bill provides as follows:
''That the act entitled 'An act to settle certain accounts between the United States
and the State of Mississippi and other States,' approved March third, eighteen hundred and :fifty-seven, shall be, and is hereby declared to be, applicable to the States
admitted into the Union since March third, eighteen hundred and fifty-seven, namely,
Minnesota, Oregon, Kansas, Nebraska, Nevada, Colorado, South Dakota, North
Dakota, Washington, and Montana, the same as it applied to States previously admitted.
The said act shall be construed as embracing all lands in former and present Indian
reservations in each of said States, and the Commissioner of the General Land Office
shall state an account between the United States and each of the said States, estimating all si1ch lands and reservations at one dollar and twenty-five cents per acre,
and certify the same to the Secretary of the Treasury for settlement, to be paid out
of any money in th,~ Treasury not otherwise.appropriated."
In reply I have the honor to state that the general principle involved in this bill
is also embodied in several other bills already reported upon by m,e to the present
Congress, among which' are Senate bills No. 615, No. 439, and No. 1945; an~ I beg
leave to invite attention to reports so made ( especially that upon Senate bill No.
615) in connection with the bill now under consideration. The proposition to grant
the States 5 per cent upon the estimated value of all former as well as upon present
Indian lands is substantially the same in this bill as in those above mentioned, and
seems to be such a departure from the course of former legislation as should doubtless receive the most careful consideration before adoption by legislative enactment.
The 5 per cent grant upon bounty land warrants and scrip locat~ons, etc., provided for in other similar bills heretofore considered is omitted in this, by so m,uch
removing objections that might be urged against its passage.
.
I have nothing further to add respecting this bill to what was said m my report
of the 7th ultimo upon Senate bill No. 615.
·
Senate bill No. 2394 is herewith returned.
THOS. H. CARTER,
Very respectfully,
Commillsioner.
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